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The Internationalist connects people and ideas in international advertising, marketing and
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Redefining Innovation
Innovation may be an over-used word today; however, we can’t think of a better way to describe
these leading lights within ad agencies around the world. This marks The Internationalist’s
seventh annual Agency Innovators edition and one of our favorite features to publish. Aside
from giving credit to some of the unsung heroes of the agency world who are instrumental to
many marketing achievements, the portraits of these individuals helps to define the trends in
innovation now.

This year, innovation is increasingly associated with:
• Driving social change and insuring that advertising is a force for good
• Understanding how to build better solutions on a global level
• Overcoming obstacles— even if overwhelming economic or political challenges
• Redefining notions of contemporary, meaningful branding

We, too, are proud that these 32 individuals represent an eclectic group; our definition of an Innovator has
nothing to do with a person’s age, geography or title, but with how they think differently, help their clients to
communicate in new ways, and essentially change the business of marketing, advertising and media as we
now know it.

We’re adding another dimension to the Innovator honors. The Internationalist is planning its annual
INNOVATORS SUMMIT in New York on November 27 to give the Innovators-—past and present—a chance
to meet and share new thinking with the industry. We’re excited about highlighting such talent and providing
an extraordinary global gathering to move marketing ideas forward.

Interestingly, the Innovators issue coincides with new information on the State of the International Advertising
Industry. Without question, Innovators understand and embrace so many of the trend-setting issues now
affecting our industry at large. They include:
• The Power of Social Media. Social media is considered the top change agent in
marketing now.
• The Intersection of Media & Technology. Marketers underscore the importance of
exploring the latest media and technology trends to aid in effective marketing.
• Understanding Big Data. Leveraging data and analytics for decision-making, targeting
and personalization currently demands significant attention.
• The Reinvention of Marketing. More marketers and organization now recognize the
need to build brands that consumers associate with purpose and meaning.

Deb Malone
Founder
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Marketing and technology have been intersecting for at least
a decade now. However, it takes significant experience to
evolve a global marketing organization to optimally embrace
the opportunities that today’s tech-savvy and socially
transparent world brings. Marketers are challenged more
than ever to be on top on their game when change is
continuous. Yet, to innovate today and to better grow and
differentiate their brands, they must embrace new
technology to further their marketing aims, build
relationships with customers, and to ultimately drive sales.

Pinterest for Business?
In a recent survey by The Creative Group, only 7 percent of advertising
and marketing executives say they’re using Pinterest for business. Nearly
half (44 percent) of respondents said they have no current interest in
using the online pinboarding site.
The research also showed large ad agencies are most active on Pinterest
compared to smaller agencies and corporate marketing departments:
Nearly one-quarter (24 percent) of advertising executives at agencies with
100 or more employees reported they are already using Pinterest for
business, and another 6 percent said they plan to create an account. Full
survey results are below or at
http://creativegroup.mediaroom.com/pinterest-for-business.

Instagram Grows
According to comScore’s Mobile Metrix 2.0 tool, which uses survey data and on-device metering to
provide an estimate of mobile usage for various websites and apps, Instagram actually passed
Twitter in daily active users on mobile in August. Instagram had 7.3 million daily mobile users for
the month, while Twitter had 6.9 million. This represents nearly tenfold growth for Instagram in
just 6 months. Instagram, which provides mobile users a way to increase engagement through
photo sharing, was acquired by Facebook for roughly $1billion earlier this year.
The comScore data factors in visits to the apps and websites for Instagram and Twitter from iOS, Android and BlackBerry
mobile devices. However, it doesn’t take into account the number of active users who visit a website from a non-mobile device,
which would certainly tilt in favor of Twitter.
Twitter did end up having more total unique visitors in August than Instagram overall (29 million vs. 21 million, respectively),
but fewer of them returned on a daily basis, and Twitter’s visitors spent less time on average viewing content than visitors to
Instagram. Each of Instagram’s mobile users spent an average of 257 minutes on the app (or more than four hours), while
Twitter’s users spent an average of 169.9 minutes from mobile (or a little less than three hours.)
6
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Twitter, Facebook Offer More Precise Ad Targeting Options
Twitter is offering advertisers a new “interest targeting” capability which allows marketers to direct ads to users based on who
they follow and what they tweet about. Marketers will now be able to buy ads against 350 distinct consumer interests—ranging
from football fans to political aficionados.
.
According to Kevin Weil, Twitter’s director of product management, “By targeting people’s topical interests you will be able to
connect with a greater number of users and deliver tailored messages to people who are more likely to engage with your
Tweets.”
Twitter’s new interest-based abilities are similar to the targeting that Facebook has been able to offer for several years.
In fact, Facebook recently announced that it will enable larger advertisers to use data already collected about their customers,
including email addresses, to provide more precise ad targeting. The new system allows Facebook users to opt out of
advertisements as they appear, but they will not be able to prevent targeting. Facebook insists that privacy concerns remain a
top priority, and the only information shared with advertisers is a user’s email. address.

Which County Enjoys the Most Internet Freedom?
Estonia, a country of 1.29 million in northeast Europe. And according to a new study from Freedom House, the US is in 2nd
place.
Freedom House, an independent watchdog organization dedicated to the expansion of freedom around the world, ranks
countries’ “Internet Freedom Status” in three main ways: obstacles to access, limits on content, and violations of users’ rights.
Given Estonia’s history and its economy after the breakup of the Soviet Union, the results are remarkable. However, according
to the report, “The country’s new leadership. .
.perceived the expansion of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) as a key to
economic growth and invested heavily in their
development.”
Other markets with top internet freedom beyond
Estonia and the US, according to the research,
include: UK, Germany, Italy, Ukraine, Kenya, South
Africa, Brazil, Argentina, Australia and the
Philippines. Those with little freedom come as no
surprise. However, many countries that do not
provide data are not measured in this survey. To see
the complete study, go to:
http://www.freedomhouse.org/report/freedomnet/freedom-net-2012
SOURCE: http://9.mshcdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/internet-freedom-map.jpg
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Dentsu Sets Sights Beyond Japan
For Ad Growth
Aegis Acquisition Underscores a
Commitment to Transformation
The announcement this summer that
Dentsu, the world’s fifth largest ad
agency and Japan’s biggest shop, is
acquiring the UK-based Aegis Group
for USD $4.9 billion not only
underscores the necessity for global ad
growth, but demonstrates a
commitment to greater transformation
by the 111 year old, Tokyo-based
organization.

was also named an Innovator by The
Internationalist in 2009.)

A giant in Japan with offices around
the world largely to serve its roster of
top Japanese multinational clients,
Dentsu has been changing. Certainly,
the Dentsu West Network, under the
direction of Tim Andree, has made
significant strides in transforming the
company into a global organization
with new agency brands and clients
from outside of Japan. Mr. Andree’s
acquisitions of Attik, Firstborn, 360i
and McGarryBowen converted Dentsu
in the US to a contemporary force in
the industry.

Tadashi Ishii, President & CEO of
Dentsu, who took on his leadership
role just a few weeks after the 2011
earthquake and tsunami, admitted in a
recent interview that over the next five
years, Dentsu will focus on two key
areas. “One is turning digital
marketing into a core business and the
second is expanding in emerging
markets, focusing on Asia.”

Tadashi Ishii, President & CEO
of Dentsu

Tim Andree, President &
CEO- Dentsu Network

Just this April, Tim Andree, was
appointed President & CEO of the global
Dentsu Network, which now combines,
under a single management team, all
companies in the East and West, or 82
operations in 29 countries. (Mr. Andree

Prior to the Aegis deal, Dentsu’s
revenues were roughly 85% Japanbased. Aegis, with its strength in
Europe and the global power of its
Carat media agency network, will begin
to shift that balance and conceivably
triple Dentsu’s ex-Japanese revenue.

Without question, Dentsu’s progress in
its second century is well worth noting.
Although the advertising and
marketing industry is rooted in
contemporary culture and capturing
the mindset of today’s elusive
consumer with new media behaviors,
large-scale organizational change is
never easy. Kudos to Dentsu on their
keen willingness to transform.

www.internationalistmagazine.com 9
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To Help Reignite Ad Council
Jamaica, Just Look to the Past
By George Perlov, Principal at George Perlov Consulting, www.perlov.net

Sometimes you have to get out of your own country to be reminded of
what really works in social marketing campaigns. I was recently
invited to help the newly re-formed leadership team of Ad Council
Jamaica reignite the organization after a limited start in 2009. As part
of my research for the project, I conducted a series of interviews with
stakeholders working in media, advertising, government and
corporations as well as at NGOs.
When I asked them if there were
any Jamaican social issue
campaigns that stuck out in their
heads I was fascinated to discover
that to a person, everyone I spoke
with cited a campaign from the
‘70’s called “Two is Better than
Too Many,” which was sponsored
by Jamaica’s National Family
Planning Board. The campaign is
widely credited for successfully
reducing the average number of
children per family in the country
from an unsustainable six to just
over two currently.
When I probed my interviewees
about why the campaign was so
successful, they told four things
about the campaign:
• They did their research – they
found an insight that was
relevant and compelling to their
target audience of young
parents; one that got them to
weigh their options and help
them make informed choices.

10
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According to Greg McClure at
Dunlop Corbin, a leading ad
agency in Kingston, the
campaign “established very
firmly in the psyche of the
Jamaican marketplace the
acceptance of a smaller family, a
family based on two children as
the norm. It gave a good solid
reason why bigger families,
larger families worked to the
detriment economically of the
family unit.”
• They came up with engaging
creative – in addition to the
catchy “Two is Too Many” tag
line, the ads spoke to their
audience in relevant terms and
used colloquial language.
• They combined the
communications with
community services – telephone
help lines and local community
outreach workers brought
information about family
planning services to people
across the island.
• They invested in media –
knowing how critical the issue
was to the country’s future, they
made sure the campaign

achieved broad media reach, in
this case by buying time and
space in key mass media
vehicles.

One could add a fifth point – they
invested in campaign evaluation
– so that they had documented
impact over time as well as a
story to tell to their stakeholders.

While these learnings informed
many of the recommendations I
eventually made to the Ad
Council Jamaica leadership team,
they are also an excellent
reminder of the key principles of
any good social marketing and
communications campaign.
Social marketers across the world
deal with a multiplicity of
cultures, media habits, and social
issues. But the successful ones
always share these basic
constants.

S

At Publicitas we understand international media. Through our network of sales offices in
23 countries, we offer our advertising clients simplified and centralized access to the most
prestigious media in over 100 countries. We bring our media partners closer to the client –
actively, reliably and globally. We know media.
At Publicitas – Charney Palacios we understand Latin American media. Since 1980,
we are highly recognized in the U.S. as the leader and most experienced company in the
representation of the main influential media in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Conocemos los medios. Nós conhecemos mídia.
Contact us: +1-786-388-6340
For Europe and Asia, Contact us: +1 212-599-5057 www.publicitas.com/usa

GLOBETROTTERS
f r o m t h e

i p h o n e

of d e b o ra h m a l o n e

This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the
adventures we all experience by living a life of constant
worldwide travel. If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a
revolution or committed an unforgettable cultural faux pas,
everyone in our community will be curious to hear about it.
Please do tell us, and don’t forget the photos!
TO SUBMIT TO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

MICHAEL BIRKIN NAMED

BOB CROZIER, BILLIONAIRE

CMO OF ACER

Nothing like the word “billionaire” to

Michael Birkin begins a new

capture someone’s attention! Bob

chapter in his career this

Crozier, best known for his years as

October. He will become Chief

Managing Director of Forbes (EMEA

Marketing Officer of Acer, the

and APAC) and as President of TIME

Taiwan-based computer

Atlantic, is now the Director of Global

company that now ranks #2 in

Business Development at Billionaire.

the world for notebook PCs.

Newly-launched as billionaire.com and

Michael will strengthen Acer as a

Yiwanfuweng.com (the simplified Chinese version), plus bi-

marketing-oriented company,

annual magazine, and tablet/mobile applications, Billionaire

lead the global brand marketing team, and report directly to

aims to be “the indispensable luxury lifestyle guide for high and

Chairman and CEO, J.T. Wang.

ultra-high net worth individuals who think and act globally—for

The move to the client side is natural transition for UK-born
Birkin. He served as the CEO of Interbrand Group, the brand

‘global mobile elite.’”
Through a partnership with Wealth-X, Billionaire is able to

consultancy, and worked in various capacities at Omnicom,

target extremely affluent, hard-to-reach global audience with at

including Asia-Pacific CEO. In 2010, he founded the Red Peak

least USD $30 million in investable assets.

Group, a marketing services company with offices in New York,

Not to forget the key role that the wealthy play in charitable

London and Los Angeles that includes brand consulting and

giving, Billionaire has also supported the Global Citizen Festival

design among its diversified offerings.

in New York’s Central Park, organized to combat poverty around

Founded in 1976, the Acer Group is now a family of four brands

the world, as one of its launch events.Madrid, Melbourne, Milan,

— Acer, Gateway, Packard Bell and eMachines. The Group’s

Mumbai, Munich, Paris, Perth, São Paulo, Singapore,

multi-brand strategy allows each brand to offer a unique set of

Stockholm, Sydney, Tokyo and Toronto.
Not to forget the key role that the wealthy play in charitable
giving, Billionaire has also supported the Global Citizen Festival
in New York’s Central Park, organized to combat poverty around
the world, as one of its launch events.

characteristics that targets different customer needs in the global
PC market. The Acer Group ranks #4 in the world for total PC
shipments, according to Gartner data.

One of the largest US-based international advertising rep firms —
(212) 244-5610

www.worldmediaonline.com
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MIKE FOX STARTS GLOBAL

DAVID OLIVER TAKES OPMA HELM

MEDIA CONSULTANCY

David Oliver, Director of OSP (Oliver
Smith & Partners), the UK-based
international advertising representation
firm, has taken on the additional role of
President of OPMA (the Overseas Press &
Media Association).
Although many are familiar with the
annual OPMA Media Guide which offers
easy-to-use data on international media
and its UK representatives,
few realize that the OPMA started in 1927.
Today, OPMA’s mission as the trade association
for overseas ad sales representation companies and the UK offices
of foreign media owners is to be a definitive voice for international
advertising solutions in a changing media environment.
David Oliver recognizes that OPMA’s success is dependent
upon its ability to provide an environment that puts its customers
(agencies and advertisers) at the forefront of everything the
organization provides.
We have no doubt that he will help the organization achieve
that mission. To use their media tools, go to: www.opma.co.uk

Mike Fox, best known for his long tenure
at ESPN, has just launched a new global
media consultancy to help advertising
agencies, advertisers and media firms
navigate global media landscape.
Called MBF Global Media
Consultants, the firm will provide
analysis and advice on global, multiregional and in-country initiatives for broadcast, multichannel and
digital campaigns. It will also provide advertising sales
management support, especially on the development of solutionsbased selling initiatives that combine advertising with integrated
marketing. M B F Global Media will also offer in-house counsel
better understand new and existing regulatory changes that affect
advertising sales.
The new consultancy will have a global reach and include key
associates in Latin America, EMEA, Asia, Japan, Australia, and Canada
and in the U.S. general and Hispanic markets.
Prior to forming MBF Global, Michael was the Vice President of
International Advertising Sales Operations, Planning and
Administration. He was responsible for sales planning, pricing,
inventory management, client servicing, commercial operations, sales
finance and sales packages for TV, Digital, Radio, Print and Events.

IT’S OFFICIAL. BPN NAMES MANAGEMENT TEAM
BPN or Brand Programming Network is a new planning and media buying agency from the
IPG Mediabrands network.
The new agency will be headed by Mauricio Sabogal as Global CEO. He most recently
served as president of world markets at Mediabrands, and also held senior-level roles at
Initiative, Omnicom Media Group and WPP’s Mindshare. Mauricio was also named an
Internationalist Agency Innovator in 2011.
Liz Ross will serve as BPN’s North American CEO. She was most recently North American
CEO of Mediabrands Ventures, which includes Velociter, IPG Lab’s Retail Experience Center,
Reprise Media and Geomentum, as well as the shopper sciences unit. In her new role, she will
report to Mr. Sabogal. Prior to joining IPG in 2011, she served as chief growth officer at Publicis
Groupe’s Digitas, and before that spent time at Omnicom Groupe’s Tribal DDB.
Andrea Suarez, one of this year’s Internationalist Innovator, is the new BPN President of
World Markets.
Last year, Interpublic announced it would launch a third media agency “with a point of view”
under its Mediabrands umbrella to compliment UM and Initiative. The mission of the BPN is
to build audience engagement through brand programming by pro-actively managing media
investment and constantly adjusting to market conditions. BPN launches with offices in 20
countries including the United States, with $800+ million in annual billings, and more than
200 clients worldwide, including Subaru, New York Stock Exchange, Applebee’s, Six Flags, and
Ethan Allen.

We make it simple to advertise in global markets — on premium online sites
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The Internationalist also aims to track all of our past Innovators

2011

: René Allemann of Branders Group AG, Zurich; Kristi Argyilan of UM, San Francisco; Rich Astley of MEC Interaction, New York; Giuseppe
Barbetta of Maxus, Milan; Avishesha Bhojani of BPG Group, Dubai; Mark Bowling of Starcom MediaVest Group, Singapore; Lily Chakrabarty of
Starcom MediaVest Group, New York; Emma Cookson of BBH, New York; Barry Cupples of Omnicom Media Group, Singapore; Katie Ford of
Starcom MediaVest Group, Chicago; Scott Hagedorn of Annalect Group, New York; Alex Hall of TigerSpike, New York; Matt Howell of Arnold
Worldwide, Boston; Marcus John of MediaCom SPORT, London; Mark Kiernan of Digitas, New York; Dave Knox of Rockfish, Cincinnati; Joe Phelps of
The Phelps Group, Santa Monica; Paul Price of Creative Realities, New York; Mauricio Sabogal of Mediabrands, New York; Sasha Savic of Havas
Media, New York—now CEO of MediaCom USA; Steve Schildwachter of Draftfcb, Chicago; Oliver Snoddy of Doremus, New York; Michael Stich of
Rockfish, Cincinnati; Shekar Swamy of RK Swamny BBDO, Mumbai; Maartje Symons Wisecrackers, Amsterdam; David Tang of DDB Group,
Singapore; Scott Tegethoff of UM, New York; Paul Woolmington of Naked, New York; Charlotte Wright of MEC, London; Oscar Zhao of BlueFocus
Communications, Beijing

2010

Mark Beeching of Digitas, New York; Cheuk Chiang of PHD, Singapore; Saurav Chakaraborty of Digital Direction, Mumbai; Karl Cluck of
Mindshare Asia-Pacific, Singapore; Allison Coley of MEC, New York—now at MEC London on Colgate; Lee Daley of McCann Worldgroup, London—
now Founder/CEO at Daley Strategic Advisory; Agnello Dias of TapRoot India, Mumbai; Matthew Don of Doremus, London; Anne Dooley of Energy
BBDO, Chicago; John Duban of Starcom MediaVest Group, New York; Ricardo Fragale of Starcom MediaVest Group, Miami; Elaine Ip of Omnicom
Media Group, Shanghai; David Lang of Mindshare Invention / Entertainment, New York; Cynthia McFarlane of Saatchi & Saatchi Latin American,
Miami; Andrew McLean of GroupM, New York—now Managing Partner at Inventus Media Partners; Deepika Nikhilender of Mindshare Asia Pacific,
Singapore; Enyi Odigbo of Casers Group, Lagos; Jean-Guillaume Paumier of Banner, London—now Media Account Director at Essence, London;
Reda Raad of Raad\TBWA, Dubai; K. Satyanarayana of Media Direction, Mumbai; Marc Schader of MPG, Madrid; Tracey Scheppach of VivaKi,
Chicago; Mark Sherman of Media Experts, Montreal; Toby Southgate of The Brand Union, New York; Angela Steele of Starcom MediaVest, Chicagonow CEO fo Ansible Mobile; Paul Suskey of Media 8, Miami; Kenny Tomlin of Rockfish Interactive, Arkansas; Dick van Motman of DDB Group,
Shanghai; and Andy Wasef of MEC, New York

2009

: Tim Andree of Dentsu, New York; Bianca Baltrusch of DaVinci Selectwork, Düsseldorf; Joel Bary of LatinMedios, Miami; Serge Dumont
of Omnicom Asia Pacific, Shanghai; Michael Fassnacht of Draftfcb, Chicago- now President; Roderigo Figueroa Reyes of FiRe Advertainment, Buenos
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MANAGEMENT CHANGES AT GROUPM
Rob Norman, well-known for his extensive digital understanding and his pioneering thinking, has
been named Chief Digital Officer for GroupM Global. This is a newly-created, worldwide position
at GroupM, and one that significantly expands Rob’s responsibilities.
According to Dominic Proctor, President of GroupM Global, “Our activity in digital will define
our future success, and we are truly fortunate that Rob will step into this crucial role full time.
There is nobody better suited or more experienced than Rob to lead our teams into the future.”
Kelly Clark, currently Global CEO of the GroupM agency Maxus, will succeed Norman as CEO
of GroupM North America. (GroupM, the media agency division of WPP is comprised of Maxus,
MEC, MediaCom, and Mindshare.)
“Kelly has had wonderful success with our companies in Asia, the UK, and Europe and most
recently at Maxus globally,” Proctor said. “His broad experience and track record will bring a great
boost to our business in North America.” Prior to taking over Maxus in 2008, Clark served as CEO
of GroupM Europe, Middle East and Africa.
Maxus was named the fastest-growing global media services agency in the world for the third
consecutive year by RECMA, the independent organization that measures media agency sector
operations.
Taking Clark’s Global CEO role at Maxus will be Vikram Sakhuja, currently CEO of GroupM
India and South Asia.
All three executives will report to Dominic Proctor and begin their new roles later this year.

Providing a one-stop solution for many of the world’s largest markets.
(212) 244-5610

www.worldmediaonline.com

—many of whom go on to new heights in the industry. Here’s a look back at some of our past stars:
Aires; Malcolm Hanlon of Zenith Media China, Shanghai—now COO/Asia Pacific at ZenithOptimedia, Singapore; John Harlow of Naked, New
York—now in Australia; Mark Heap of PHD, Shanghai—now CEO of PHD China; Barbara Kittridge of Spark, Chicago; Tom Laranjo of Total Media
International, London; Daryl Lee of Universal McCann, New York; Jessica Michaels of The Wunderman Network/Group M, Seattle; Mike
Moszynski of LONDON Advertising, London; Saneel Radia of Denou, Chicago—now Director of Innovation at BBH, New York; Rand Han of
Bloody Amazing, Shanghai; Lauren Richards of Starcom Mediavest Group, Toronto; Jasmin Sohrabji of OMD India, Mumbai and Brandon Starkoff
of Starcom Worldwide, Chicago.

2008

: Ian Bell of MediaCom, London; Dan Benedict of MEC, London; Philip Brett of TBWA\Tequila, Singapore, Shadi Bteddini of B.E.
International, New York & Dubai; Christina Dagnello of MEC, New York; Charlotte Freemantle of Universal McCann, London; Shubha George of
Mediaedge:cia, Mumbai; Patricia Gogliara of McCann Erickson Brasil, Sao Paulo; Alistair Henderson of Fuse/OMD, Sydney; Rob Hilton of The
Promotion Factory, Melbourne; Christian Kugel of Denuo, Chicago—now VP Consumer Analytics & Research at AOL, New York; Hani Mahdi of
Mindshare Interactive, London; Laura Milsted of JustMedia, London; Mark Stewart of OMD, New York—now head of Global Media at KRAFT with
a new role pending; Nazeer Suliman of Mindshare South Africa, Johannesburg; Martin Sundberg of Mediacom, Stockholm; Will Swayne of Carat,
Hong Kong—now at Carat in New York; Givi Topchishvili of Global Advertising Strategies, New York; Becky Walden of Starcom, Chicago; Crystal
Wang of G2 Star Echo Group, Beijing and Felix Wong of The Marketing Arm, Beijing.

2007

: Damian Blackden of Universal McCann, London—now President-Internaitonal of OMG’s Annalect Group; Adnan Brankovic of
Initiative, New York—now VP/Global Account Director of MPG, New York; Chris Carmichael of Mindshare, London—now Head of Customer
Marketing at NOKIA UK; Peter Colvin of MEC, London; Hamish Davies of MEC, London; Rupert Denny of Banner London; Andrew Fair of Ogilvy,
New York; Torie Henderson of OMD, Hong Kong; Philip Jabbour of Starcom Mediavest, Dubai; Michael Jones of MEC, Miami; Elie Khouri of
Omnicom Media Group, Dubai; Silas Lewis-Meilus of Mindshare, London; Christophe Mayer of ZenithOptimedia, Paris—now of LVMH Paris;
Hiroshi Ochiai of TBWA/Hakuhodo, Tokyo; Tonia Perretta of Initiative, London; Anna Ringsberg of Carat Business, Malmo; Patrick Ryan of
Mediacom, London; Sesh Sampath of BBDO Asia, Singapore; Jacqui Seddon of Just Media—now independent, London; Latha Sunderam of
Starcom, Chicago; Jill Toscano of mediaedge:cia, New York; Hanne Tuomisto-Inch of Banner, London and Magnus Wretblad of Low Brindfors,
Stockholm.
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DUSTIN GUZOWSKI’S GOT TALENT!
After 5 years at Huson International Media, Dustin Guzowski had joined the Talent Partners
team as Sales and Account Management Executive. He’s responsible for assessing the needs of
advertising clients and agencies throughout the production process (pre - post) and providing
them with a wide range of solutions both domestically and internationally including, talent and
business affairs, celebrity/over-scale negotiations, creative asset management,
traffic/clearance/distribution, music licensing, and much more.
Talent Partners is also expanding, and as the leader in talent and production support services
for the US advertising business, the company is taking a leap across the pond. They have just
launched Talent Partners Europe, based out of London and run by industry veteran Ken Holden
as Managing Director.
In its nearly 50-year history, Talent Partners has grown from a specialty payroll company
focused on commercial talent to a provider of over 125 essential services, including talent
negotiations and business affairs, traffic and clearance, distribution, rights and royalty
management, versioning and adaptations, signatory services, and more. The firm’s 700-strong
client roster includes 23 of the Top 25 largest U.S. advertising agencies and 23 of the Top 25
largest US advertisers. The company’s 250-person staff provides round-the-clock services
from offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and, now London.

Contact our team: Conover Brown, Melissa Worrell, Natalya Meytin, Jeannie Ng, Shirley Wai
conoverbrown@worldmediaonline.com melissaworrell@worldmediaonline.com
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INNOVATORS are critical to moving
Every year since 2006, The Internationalist has named those agency
executives who possess the rare ability to rethink current notions of
brand building by simplifying complex internal processes,
encouraging collaboration, managing risk while working in the midst
of fast change, keeping sight of “the big idea,” championing
multinational strategy, and involving customers directly in the creative
process. Known as Innovators , they underscore how break-through
thinking knows no bounds of geography, age, company size, or title
within today’s agency organizations.
This marks The Internationalist’s seventh annual Innovators and
celebrates 30 men and women from agencies around the global who
were nominated by their industry colleagues. According to their peers,
the 2012 Innovators are leading lights— champions of multinational
strategy, adept at innovative communications, individuals who think
about advertising in new ways, and advocates of responsible brandbuilding.
It is never easy to list similarities among such a diversity of people,
disciplines, national origins and backgrounds. Yet this year, a few
interesting trends do emerge. It’s clear that New York, and now
Silicon Valley, attract industry talent from all over the world. Some of
the boldest and bravest advertising ideas are coming from places not
immediately associated with creativity; this includes Colombia and
Myanmar among this year’s group. And although the 2012 Innovator
job titles vary dramatically-- from Chief Experience Officer to CEO to
EVP Insights & Strategy to COO World Markets to Social Marketing
Lead to Global Chief Performance Officer to Director of Business
Intelligence to Worldwide Digital Creative Director-- it is clear that
regularly redefining notions of innovation steers all of them toward
excellence.
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our business forward
First
Wayne
Valerie
Jordan
Chris
Arvid
Beth
James
Jan
Huw
Warren
Bob
Jonathan
Sebastian
Prashant
Anna Khin Khin
John
David

Last
Arnold
Beauchamp
Bitterman
Boothe
Boström
Doyle
Fox
Gerits
Griffiths
Griffiths
Habeck
Hoffman
Jespersen
Kumar
Kyawt
Handley
Lee

Michael
John
Jitka
Tamina
Sarah
Jim
Francisco
Jose Miguel
Miguel Magalhães
Patrick
Andrea
Sue
Steve
Damian
Jarek

Litchfield
Noe
Petrickova
Plum
Power
Russell
Samper
Sokoloff
Santos
Walhain
Suarez
Unerman
Williams
Winstanley
Ziebinski

Company
Title
Profero
Co-Founder and Global CEO
Starcom USA
Senior Vice President, Director
Digitas
SVP/Social Marketing Practice Lead
Spark
CEO
MEC
Managing Partner
Vivaki
Innovations Director
RedPeak Branding
CEO
Dir. Business Intelligence & Development Omnicom Media Group
UM
Global Chief Performance Officer
Starcom USA
SVP, Global Digital Director
Omnicom Media Group
Executive Director- Global Accounts
Starcom USA
Chief Experience Officer
Vertic
CEO
IPG Mediabrands
President, Asia
SAIL
Founder
SAIL
CEO
TBWA/Worldwide
Worldwide Digital Executive
Creative Director
Doremus
VP, Executive Creator Director
Rokkan
CEO & Founding Partner
MEC
Managing Partner—West
ZenithOptimedia
Business Director
Initiative
EVP, Director Insights & Strategy
McKinney
Chief Innovation Officer
Lowe SSP3
Co-Founder
Lowe SSP3
Co-Founder
Brandia Central
Vice Chairman-elect, ICOM+IN
Quai des Orfevres
Chairman-elect, ICOM+IN
IPG Mediabrands
President, World Markets
MediaCom UK
Chief Strategy Officer
PHD
President, PHD New York
OMD International
Managing Director
Leo Burnett
President (Asia Pacific)

Location
US-NY & UK-London
US-Chicago
US-NY
US-Chicago
Germany-Cologne
US-NY
US-NY
US-Miami (Latam)
US-NY
US-NY
US-Chicago
US-Chicago
US & Denmark
Malaysia- KL
Myanmar (Burma)
Myanmar (Burma)
US-NY
US-San Francisco
US-NY
US-San Francisco
UK-London
US-NY
US- N.Carolina
Colombia- Bogota
Colombia- Bogota
Portugal- Lisbon
France-Paris
US-Miami (Latam)
UK-London
US-NY
UK-London
Singapore

Congratulations to all for moving our industry forward!
www.internationalistmagazine.com 17
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JONATHAN HOFFMAN

JOHN NOE

Chief Experience Officer
Starcom USA

CEO & Executive Account
Director/ Founding Partner,
Rokkan, New York

Born: New York
Worked in: New York, Chicago and
Minneapolis in the USA, as well as
Warsaw and London.
Which clients do you work with
now? Jonathan works across all of
Starcom USA’s clients including Anheuser-Busch, Bank of
America, Best Buy, Kellogg’s, Samsung and many more
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which
you are most proud. Making something out of nothing.
When I was working in Warsaw, Poland for Leo Burnett,
we had been trying for months to win an assignment from
Ikea. We finally landed a half page newspaper ad to
announce a store closing for renovations. On the surface it
didn’t look like a big win, but we saw a big opportunity. It
was small space for a big idea.
Ikea was one of the first Western retailers in Eastern Europe
after the fall of the Iron Curtain, and subsequently an
enormous positive emotional space in the hearts and minds
of Polish people. Our team realized what this store closing
could mean to the community so we decided to make it a
much bigger deal. We started a grass-roots movement using
drama students from the local University and organized a
“mock” protest. Actors played petitioners telling local citizens
that Ikea was planning on closing and they needed signatures
to oppose this.
The campaign took off. Half the city participated. What
started off as a half page store closing ad turned into a
heartfelt thank you note from Ikea to the city and its people.
The ad announced because of their customer’s loyalty, Ikea
would be reopening an even more beautiful store. The grand
re-opening was so well-attended that the whole commercial
district in the city basically shut down for the afternoon.
Why do people see you as an innovator? I know that the
future of media is ideas. There is a space between the
physical and digital world and that is where I live. While I
greatly appreciate the importance of left-brained thinking on
the agency level—which includes the data and analytics
space—we have to become more right-brained if we’re going
to affect the behavior of people.
I see innovation and creativity in everyone. Creativity does not
just exist in an agency’s creative department; everyone has the
ability to share ideas. Some ideas are good and some are not
so good. But there is great importance in encouraging and
nurturing ideas and innovation. Innovative people strike out
9 out of 10 times and that’s okay— innovation is often born
in that 10th idea.
LEARN MORE ABOUT JONATHAN HOFFMAN’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/jonathan-hoffman.html
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John Noe has come a long way in
advertising since receiving his
bachelor’s degree in architecture.
Since the inception of Rokkan in 2000, he has served as one
of the founding partners and CEO. The full service digital
agency with offices in New York and San Francisco
specializes in the strategy and execution of online business
solutions, cross-platform digital marketing, e-commerce,
social media and mobile. And despite a name that’s
sometimes mispronounced, Rokkan is fast-becoming a wellknown shop.
John has led its growth from just a 3-man production start up
to 70+ full-time employees, including planners, producers,
analysts, creatives and technologists. The shop has now
earned over 100 awards and recognitions in almost every
category.
However, it wasn’t always easy. Creating a start-up in 2000,
after the dot-com bubble burst, meant humble beginnings in
a New Jersey living-room-turned-office. John refers to those
years in his early 20’s as “character building.” Rokkan’s first
advertiser was a rock musician planning to launch a fashion
label; however, client and agency soon went separate ways—
leaving the fledging shop with nothing more than the resolve
to make it work.
Now, a decade later, John’s passion, hands-on approach and
focused vision has helped build successful client
relationships with world-class brandsincluding JetBlue,
American Express, Chipotle, Ford, Stolichnaya Vodka,
Electronic Arts, Virgin America, Starwood Hotels, Jose
Cuervo, Time Warner, Adidas and more. Today he continues
to lead business development, account planning and strategy.
Noteworthy examples of Rokkan’s work includes the
introduction and launch of an airline, Virgin America; more
than doubling the online revenue of an international resort,
the Atlantis; and creating the largest, real-time user integrated
race across the country for Ford.
Thanks to John Noe’s efforts and the agency’s current pace of
growth, client wins and successful launches, Rokkan
continues to gain speed as one of today’s leading digital
agencies to watch.
LEARN MORE ABOUT JOHN NOE’S IDEAS AND INTERESTS,
GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/john-noe.html

JAREK ZIEBINSKI
WAYNE ARNOLD
Global CEO/ Co-Founder, Profero
Born: Bournemouth. It claims to be
the sunshine state of the United
Kingdom
Worked in: All over. Has spent
extensive amounts of time in
Europe, Asia and the U.S., and
more recently, in Latin American
markets. At the moment, calls New
York City home.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy
today? Jonathan works across all of Starcom USA’s clients
including Anheuser-Busch, Bank of America, Best Buy,
Kellogg’s, Samsung and many more
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. “Technology is the new third lover along with
media and creative. Technology is changing the way that we
as human beings access information, content and stories. It
drives everything we at Profero do; without it, we’d be
producing the same work as traditional agencies. Technology
puts us at the frontier of the new marketing world. Whether it
be developing the latest apps for clients such as Barclays or
delivering award winning and consumer centric ecommerce
platforms for some of the world’s biggest online retailers,
such as ASOS Marketplace.”
Why do people see you as an innovator? “The team we’ve
created, since Profero opened in 1998, is what makes this
company different. We have built the only global network
(comparing ourselves not just to our digital rivals but to
offline competitors as well) over the past decade with no
outside investment. We’ve been successful in markets such as
the U.S., China and Japan, where many other businesses with
unlimited resources have failed. We’ve done it because of our
ability to understand both local and global market needs.”
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? “Every market is at a
different level of ‘e-readiness.’ By this I mean some markets
are very advanced with, for instance, mobile technology, while
others work on, lightning-fast broadband. No two markets are
the same, so being a successful global network—serving
global clients as we do—requires that we understand the
platforms and tools that are effective every market. It is
crucial and challenging.”
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. “Our work for MINI is proven year on year.
What’s made us successful is the ability to consistently and
continually adapt to the changing media environment. Each
year, since winning the account in 2006, we’ve produced
groundbreaking work, from the Cannes Gold Winner “White
Rabbit” and cutting-edge, multi award-winning ‘MINI World
Record Attempt’ a true phygital first— (combination of
physical and digital), to the most recent campaign ‘Psychic
Roadster’ which gave fans a glimpse into their future.”

LEARN MORE ABOUT WAYNE ARNOLD’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/wayne-arnold.html

President, Leo Burnett Asia
Pacific
Born: Poland
Worked in: Throughout Central
and Eastern Europe and Asia.
Key Clients include: Samsung,
McDonald’s, Coca Cola, Procter &
Gamble, Philip Morris
International, Diageo, United
Overseas Bank, Great Eastern, Telkomsel, Friesland Campina,
Tourism Authority of Thailand and Singapore Tourism Board.
Jarek Ziebinski has 25 years of experience in the advertising
and marketing industry including 16 years at Leo Burnett. He
was Chairman and CEO of Leo Burnett Central and Eastern
Europe (CEE) for close to a decade before relocating to
Singapore in 2009 to take up the helm as President for the
agency-network in the Asia Pacific region. Since 2006, he
has been a member of the Leo Burnett Worldwide Global
Leadership Council.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. Since taking on the role as President for Leo
Burnett & Arc Asia Pacific, Jarek has introduced bold
initiatives to drive the optimization and synergy of resources
within the network, in an effort to achieve multi-dimensional
growth. The impact of Jarek’s vision and leadership
accomplished double digit growth in 2010 and 2011,
representing the highest rate of growth in the last decade.
Every Leo Burnett office in the region consistently reported
increased profitability. For two years in a row, Leo Burnett has
been the fastest growing and most awarded agency-network
in the region; it also ranks among the top three new business
leaders in the region in 2010 and 2011, according to R3.
Why do people see you as an innovator? A true believer in the
power of creativity, Jarek spearheaded an unconventional approach
to driving and inspiring creativity with the launch of Internal
Product Committee (IPC) for the network in Asia Pacific in 2010.
In place of a regional executive creative director (ECD), four senior
ECDs were assigned additional geographical responsibilities. IPC
taps into the collective talents of the network to drive the quality of
its creative output and reaches out to more employees who may
not be directly involved in the creative product—enhancing
creative education and culture.
Leo Burnett & Arc’s creativity has strengthened under Jarek’s
watch. Over the past two years, the network has collectively
clocked a remarkable set of results across leading international
and regional award shows including Cannes Lions, Spikes Asia
and AdFest. This year, the Gunn Report announced that Leo
Burnett is the Creative Agency Network of the Year in Asia Pacific
for 2011. Leo Burnett is also the most awarded network from Asia
Pacific at this year’s International ANDY Awards.
LEARN MORE ABOUT JAREK ZIEBINSKI’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/jarek-ziebinski.html
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JAMES FOX
CEO, Red Peak Branding
Worked in: London, Minneapolis
and New York
Key Clients include: Intel (global
AOR), Acer (global AOR),
YouOnDemand (AOR New York
City and China), AmericanExpress
(Projects), Hard Rock Cafe
(Projects)
James Fox has worked at some of the world’s top creative
shops—St. Luke’s, Fallon, BBH, TAXI and BBDO and with
some of today’s best-known brands including AT&T, United
Airlines, Johnson & Johnson and Coors Brewing.
However, in 2010, he joined Michael Birkin (former Vice
Chairman Omnicom and Founder of Interbrand) to set up a
new marketing services group: Red Peak Branding. He was
named CEO of the venture last year.
He’s come a long way since his early years of studying psychology.
He earned his Bachelor of Science in Psychology from Leeds
University in the UK, and then completed a Masters in
Organizational Psychology at the London School of Economics.
From there, he turned to the world of advertising where he was
appointed to set up a new cutting edge research department
specializing in cultural trends analysis at St Luke’s. He soon
moved into the planning department where he worked on award
winning campaigns for Clarks shoes, Foxes Biscuits and Ikea. In
2001 James pitched and won the global Emirates Airlines account,
leading global research and insights for the brand for the next two
years. During his time at the agency James was elected by the
company to be on the five person management council for St
Luke’s.
After 5 years at St Luke’s James moved to Fallon Minneapolis
to act as global planning director for United Airlines and
Nestle Purina. His work on United Airlines involved
launching their budget airline Ted for which he earned the
first ever gold Effie Integrated Marketing. His work on the
“It’s Time to Fly” campaign also earned him another Gold
Effie for Transportation, a Silver Effie for New Product
Launch and an Emmy for Outstanding Commercial. His
work on Purina earned him a bronze Effie.
After many cold winters in Minneapolis, James moved to
New York to work at BBH as Group Planning Director for
Levis and British Airways. James was highly involved in the
global repositioning for British Airways and ground breaking
digital work for Levi’s during his time there.
TAXI New York, totaling $150 million dollars in billings. The
clients he won included Johnson and Johnson, Coors
Brewing company, MOMA and New York Life. James also
completed a total overhaul of the planning departments in
TAXI’s 5 offices.
LEARN MORE ABOUT JAMES FOX’S IDEAS AND INTERESTS,
GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/james-fox.html
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DAMIAN WINSTANLEY
Managing Director
OMD International, London
Born: London
Worked in: UK, Australia and New
Zealand
Name an innovative idea or
business solution for which you are most proud. Setting up
The Lab at OMD International, a unit dedicated to the
growth and development areas of our business.
International client service has traditionally been centered
around network coordination. Damian had already
instigated bringing on board specialists from a creative,
social media, mobile and insight background amongst
others. Seeing the opportunity to combine talents across
disciplines and make our specialists more commercially
savvy, he then bought them all together. The Lab is now a
unit of 30 people covering everything as diverse as data
analytics, sports marketing through to communications
planning; defining the future of international
communication client service for OMD.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
innovative thinking to international projects? The
perception that each market is different and therefore they
resist ideas that are driven centrally. While, of course,
Damian experiences different working cultures in his
constant travel around the regions for work, he also tries to
open people’s eyes to the similarities and the opportunities
that can work and be tailored across countries. Changing
behavior both internally and externally with clients across
markets remains an ongoing challenge.
Why do people see you as an innovator? Damian always
challenges his team to think about new solutions to
problems and better ways to approach the new challenges
we get from clients. He is constantly inspired by ideas and
thinking from outside our immediate industry. But most
importantly, he is focused on action and making sure that
inspiration turns in to service innovation for our clients.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy
today? Ideas are at the heart of OMD’s global positioning
and Damian focuses on making that clear in the way that
we talk to clients, prospects and partners. All of which is
underpinned by the creativity he spots through connecting
with our global network.
LEARN MORE ABOUT DAMIAN WINSTANLEY’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: ]agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/damian-winstanley.html

PRASHANT KUMAR
President, Asia—World Markets,
IPG Mediabrands
Born: Patna, India
Worked in: I have spent several years
based in India, Malaysia and
Singapore, however having been in
Asia-Pacific roles twice, have worked
across the region including Japan,
China, Korea and Philippines.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud. “The most recent innovative business solution that I
have been part of is the launch of Rally across Asia. Rally is IPG
Mediabrands’s Social offering, provides services in the areas of
social marketing strategy, P2P communications, advocacy
management, conversation planning and Social commerce. In the
past few years, the region has seen a dramatic growth of social
media and viral content, providing a perfect landscape to launch
the new service. All marketing ultimately will be social. So, the
challenge is not how to add some social on the marketing fringes,
but how to redefine marketing and commerce around peer-to-peer
networks. Rally Springcreek is not just about community and
crisis management; it’s everything about mainstream
marketing—product innovation, communication, content, media
and commerce. Its role pervades the entire demand chain and we
hope to design campaigns around affinity networks and end-toend crowd sourcing. Having validated our approach time and
again, now the time is ripe for our clients across the region to
benefit from this blue ocean opportunity. It’s time media agencies
become truly socially-infused.”
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? Different cultures have
different sensitivities to an insight. Finding that common insight
and idea, that has the same meaning to all for the brand, yet
manages to stay break-through is the key. We look for highest
common factor, not the lowest common denominator.
Why do people see you as an innovator? “My relentless push for
break-through thinking and the fact that I seem to naturally enjoy
good ideas, I guess. People sense that interesting ideas that push
the envelope make me genuinely happier and it’s easy to see the
excitement in my eyes, when we doing something that breaks the
category code, and works for our clients. To be able to build a team
and clientele which thrive on ideas, with skill sets from very
diverse industries, and producing consistently year after year the
kind of work that both clients and peers love helps.”
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy today?
“It’s right at the heart of our strategic thinking. Innovation is
where real and significant value opportunities lay for brands and
businesses. It’s important to clear the fog of processes, and
checklists to focus on where real effectiveness can come from.”

DAVID LEE
Worldwide Digital Executive
Creative
Director,TBWA\Worldwide
Born: I am a French Canadian born
South Korean who was born in StFoy, Quebec, Canada, but spent
most of his time growing up in
Montreal.
Worked in: I have lived and worked in Montreal, Hong Kong,
San Francisco, London and New York.
Why do people see you as an innovator? Creating a tech startup within an agency is hard. Creating a product development
company as a real business, with real business targets within
an agency is even harder. I believe where our industry is
going is to create longer term solutions that thread the lines
between marketing and communications, operations and
product development. Creating innovation that we incubate
and bring to our clients as solutions is where we are trying to
get to. How agencies are remunerated in the future will play a
vital role of where we will end up. How do we get out of the
model of billing clients hours for our services. We want to be
considered an Ideas company—not just an ad agency. How
we break this model and set ourselves up to new ways of
working with our clients in the future is where I’m most
interested in.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. As the Worldwide Digital ECD at
TBWA\Worldwide—I have launched a product development
company called Pilot.is which focused on creating products
and platforms that live at the intersection of marketing and
product engineering. Projeqt (projeqt.com) is a dynamic
presentation platform, winner of the best educational product
of the year at SXSW Interactive 2012 and has been accoladed
and talked about as the powerpoint killer—letting users
create dynamic, real-time presentations and non-linear
narratives for all devices and screen sizes. Spotlites (spotlit.es)
is our second product which simplifies content distribution to
all channels. Spotlites lets a brand create a campaign into a
Youtube brand page, Facebook app, rich media banner,
microsite and a mobile web campaign all at once. It also gives
you the ability to change and update content on the fly in realtime from one central destination—making it simple and fast
to create real-time marketing. We are currently working with
clients that range from Nissan, Mcdonalds, Michelin, TBWA,
BBDO and Google
LEARN MORE ABOUT DAVID LEE’S IDEAS AND INTERESTS,
GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/david-lee.html

LEARN MORE ABOUT PRASHANT KUMAR’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/prashant-kumar.html
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LOWE SSP3, COLOMBIA
JOSE MIGUEL SOKOLOFF
Co-Chairman, Chief Creative Officer, President, Lowe Global Creative
Council

FRANCISCO SAMPER
Co-Chairman and CEO
Jose Miguel Sokoloff and Francisco Samper are co-leaders of the Bogota,
Colombia-based agency they founded in 1996 with Humberto Polar—LOWE
SSP3. Not only has the agency become the second largest agency in Colombia, it has also gained recognition as the
most consistently creative agency in the market.
Most in the industry are now familiar with their extraordinary, award-winning and brave pro-bono work to bring peace
to their homeland by encouraging the demobilization of the FARC Guerrillas who have been at war with the Colombian
government for 60 years. (FARC, or the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, is a Marxist peasant revolutionary
army, funded by drug smuggling and hostage ransoms.)
Working with the Colombian Ministry of Defense, LOWE SSP3 created “Operation Christmas,” which used the spirit of
the season and lighted trees throughout the jungle to eventually persuade 24,000 FARC guerrilla combatants to reenter society, give up violence, and hand over their arsenals.
For those who have not seen the story of “Operation Christmas,” go to: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gODTTz3ay
This year LOWE SSP3 won a prized Titanium Lion at Cannes, considered one of the advertising world’s highest
accolades. Awarded only on occasion for extraordinary work, a Titanium Lion honors ideas considered to be “world
firsts.”
The team of Samper and Sokoloff also proved how advertising can be used to create genuine change and improve our
world. Speaking at a Cannes Master Class, Jose Miguel said: “Creativity has always been key in fighting wars and
winning them. In the past it was put to use to develop new weapons, new strategies, to crack new codes and to devise
new ways to gather intelligence. At LOWE, we feel a new era is dawning. The era of creativity to end conflict in peaceful
ways.”
However, “Operation Christmas” is just the beginning. They now have to solve the problem of nearly 24,000
“demobbed” FARC members who have left the jungle and returned to society, but cannot find work or acceptance.
According to Jose Miguel, who recently addressed these issues at the Spikes Asia Ad Festival, “The campaign has been
the victim of its own success. Guerillas are going back to their villages, but re-integration is difficult. Some in
Colombia are against it. What do you with this flood of people? They need work and to be accepted as part of society
again. After all, it’s hard to hire someone who was trying to kill you 6 months ago.”
So, the LOWE SSP3 team created a brand.
They learned that some of the “demobbed” were tailors and shoemakers, who had even been forced to join FARC due
to their skills. With the backing of the Colombian government, former guerrillas are now turning to couture by
designing and manufacturing clothing in their own factory. Particularly for many of the ex-revolutionaries without
formal education, this means employment as the brand grows, as well as transforming the stigma of a demobilized
population to a national opportunity.
Called CHANCE by Colombia, the clothing line is named for the second chance these men and women need. Today, it
is a clothing line with 84 pieces, soon to launch online. The CHANCE label premiered at Bogota Fashion Week in May,
alongside other famous international lines. It was supported by an introduction by Colombia’s President Juan Manuel
Santos.
According to the introductory video, one of the men involved in the ‘Chance By Colombia’ label, Alvaro Perez, had
spent ten years as ‘The Tailor of Farc’, creating uniforms for the leftist guerrilla group. Now he says, “I’m very happy
I’ve had the chance to start a
LEARN MORE ABOUT LOWE SSP3’S IDEAS AND INTERESTS, GO TO:
agency-innovators.typepad.comagency_innovators_2012/jose-miguel-sokoloff-francisco-samper.html
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JORDAN BITTERMAN
CHRIS BOOTHE
Chief Executive Officer
Spark, Chicago
Born: Cincinnati, Ohio, USA
Worked in: Chicago, Miami and
Latin America
Key Clients include: Works across
all of Spark’s clients including
Harpo Studios, E*TRADE, ConAgra Foods and many more.
Why do people see you as an innovator? From his first day at
Leo Burnett Media nearly 25 years ago, Chris quickly became
known as “one to watch.” His drive and dedication is
unmatched and he brings forth those same qualities in those
who work with him. What makes him so incredibly
innovative is his ability to lead a large organization—setting
(and reaching) big picture goals—yet still remaining close and
relevant to the day-to-day that is so vital to our clients’
business goals and our team’s growth and success. He
understands that our industry is one that must constantly reinvent itself. Gone are the days of simply buying media space
for a brand, Chris is paving the way for Spark to truly create
brand experiences that will not only captivate people, but
allow them to opt in to brands that inspire them.
Where Chris goes, people follow. People who have worked for
Chris in the past always want to join him in whatever new
venture he is pursuing. From media strategy and investment,
to business development, to leading operations in both the
U.S. and Latin America, Chris is always putting himself in
new, often challenging situations, where he must adapt and
innovate. Although he has worked for the same company for
his entire career, his role (and business card) has gone
through several iterations.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. Chris has contributed to numerous, highlysuccessful business solutions on behalf of clients throughout
his career, but one of the most unique (and recent) examples
is how his team took a “people” approach to search marketing
for a hotel client. They studied peoples’ search behaviors
versus clicks and realigned their search strategy with real life
habits. It made sense and made a real difference to the
client’s bottom line in a positive way.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy
today? As the CEO of a company whose star is on the rise,
Chris’ main focus is fostering growth in every sense of the
word. Whether he’s working to welcome new clients to our
roster, supporting individual and team growth, growing
Spark’s global capabilities or taking the company softball team
out for drinks, Chris is invested in building a solid team with
the most talented people in the business.
LEARN MORE ABOUT CHRIS BOOTHE’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/chris-boothe.html

SVP, Social Marketing Practice,
Digitas
Born: Livingston, New Jersey- USA
Worked in: Jordan’s work for Digitas
has taken him on projects across
Europe, including France and the
United Kingdom.
Why do people see you as an innovator? At Digitas, Jordan
navigates the complex social media sphere for the agency and
leads a team that transforms social into game-changing and
award-winning work. Since Jordan launched Digitas’ social
marketing discipline, the agency has received extensive accolades
including the Blue award (top prize) at the first-ever Facebook
Studio Awards, the World’s Best Idea by New York Festivals, nine
Cannes Lions, and more. Jordan also plays a central role in the
development of Digitas’ brand content offering, The Third Act:,
and is a founding producer of its annual NewFront event. The fifth
annual Digitas NewFront, “Big Content: From Video Bloggers to
Blockbusters,” brought together the best and brightest digital
content players, including Hollywood talent, YouTube sensations,
and renowned brand leaders. With almost 1,000 attendees and
more than 4,000 social media conversations, the NewFront event
was an anchor for the inaugural and industry-changing Digital
Content NewFronts, whose mission is to shape a new and
practical marketplace for connecting digital content with brand
marketers and their media and marketing agencies.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? The social space can differ
vastly from region to region, from geographic trends to regulations
to cultural voice. If you’re planning a global social campaign, you
have to reconcile the fact that what’s innovative and brilliant in one
country may not work in another—it might not be culturally
relevant or it might not provide value in those people’s day-to-day
lives. And value is the centerpiece of any truly innovative
campaign—whether you’re providing value through information,
entertainment, a service, or a utility. The biggest challenge in
applying innovative thinking to international projects is making
sure that you’re providing value to all of your audiences.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud. Jordan is the founder of the “Silicon Alley Swing” at
Digitas, a regularly held all-day event that packs demos,
brainstorms, and more from stars on the start-up scene in New
York City’s booming technology district known as “Silicon
Alley.” The goals of The Swing are to help Digitas clients and
employees build familiarity and relationships with start-ups
and to begin discussing specific opportunities to be brought
to market. Since the launch of The Swing in 2011, Jordan has
orchestrated meetings for clients and start-ups with the
biggest players in New York’s start-up scene, including Bit.ly,
Buddy Media, BuzzFeed, Klout, and more.
LEARN MORE ABOUT JORDAN BITTERMAN’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/jordan-bitterman.html
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MICHAEL LITCHFIELD
HUW GRIFFITHS
Global Chief Performance
Officer, UM
Born: Shropshire, England
Worked in: I started my career
working for Millward Brown in
Leamington Spa in the UK. I moved to
the US in 1995 as part of their
International Exchange program and worked in Connecticut for
three years before moving to San Francisco during the late 90s. I
lived through the peaks and troughs of the Internet boom in the
Bay Area and then moved back to New York in 2004 where I have
been since.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud. Two come to mind. Firstly, soon after I joined UM we
decided to create a new, best in class channel planning tool.
Working with our partners within Mediabrands, we built and
implemented a system that now operates in over 50 markets and
is used in every plan that we develop. Secondly, based on the
limitations that we saw with traditional ROI measurement
techniques, we developed and rolled out a ground breaking system
to allow us to measure and optimize media performance at a level
of granularity never before possible. It’s live in the US now and
about to be rolled out to three additional markets. The insights that
it gives us are unlike anything else available in the industry.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? It’s all about the data. Every
market has different issues regarding both the availability and
quality of data that we can tap into. A solution that we build in one
market may on the surface resemble the solution in another, and
yet the separate pieces that combine to provide the solution will be
entirely different. Every market needs to be tackled separately. The
concepts can be scalable, but the data will be different every time.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy today?
It’s critical. Every month, more and more data becomes available
to us that describe different aspects of a consumer’s relationships
with brands and marketing. If we don’t constantly innovate in
terms of tapping into that data and creating new measurement
and analytic approaches, then UM will be left behind.
Dictionary definitions aside, how would you characterize
innovation in the work you do? Hopefully, it drives everything that
we do. We try never to be complacent or happy with where we are
today. We always are looking to develop the best new approaches,
tools and techniques.
Any other interesting aspects to your international background?
My exchange to the US was only supposed to be for two years, but
17 years later I am still here!
LEARN MORE ABOUT HUW GRIFFITHS’ IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/huw-griffiths.html
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Executive Creative Director,
Doremus
Born: Auckland, New Zealand
Worked in: Auckland, New Zealand;
Sydney, Australia; Washington, DC;
New York and San Francisco—USA
Michael is a concept architect, creator and director of the visionary
“Day Made of Glass” videos for Corning. Michael’s creation has
received over 20 million views on YouTube and countless
mentions in the press and blogosphere, earning Corning the
status of innovator and thought leader. See the videos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Cf7IL_eZ382
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZkHpNnXLB0
Why do people see Michael as an innovator? It’s the way he thinks.
He just looks at things, at challenges, through a different lens.
Described by Carl Anderson, our CEO, as having a restless mind,
Michael is not one for following rules, or abiding to convention.
This, combined with his willingness to reinvent, his insatiable
appetite for knowledge, his knack for creative thinking and
problem solving (prior to his role as a Creative Director, Michael
was an engineer), gives him a unique qualification as an innovator.
His work, and his many awards, underscore this quality.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? Inertia. Corporate inertia.
Or rather, corporations that are held back by engrained
thinking, legacy processes, and denial (denial that they may
need to change). Many corporations seem to like the idea of
innovative thinking rather than the application of it.
Dictionary definitions aside, how would you characterize
innovation in the work you do? I hold up my own ideas and
work to the following tenets: Is it provocative (does it provoke
thought or action)? Is it unexpected (for if it is expected, it is
taken for granted and usually ignored)? Is it remarkable (in
that it may be remarked upon)? Is it relevant? Is it
entertaining? I don’t believe I’ve been ever able to check them
all off on any one project (and nor is it necessary), but I try for
the highest count.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy
today? Marketing and advertising is an ever changing
landscape. But, never has change been so large in the mirror.
Not only is it gaining momentum, it’s looking like it might
run us over. Innovation is key for this industry to evolve and
survive. It’s that simple.went to market.
LEARN MORE ABOUT MICHAEL LITCHFIELD’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/michael-litchfield.html

JITKA PETRICKOVA
Managing Partner, West, MEC
Born: Czech Republic
Worked in: San Francisco, Budapest,
London and Prague

BOB HABECK
Executive Director of Global
Accounts,Omnicom Media
Group
Born: Miami, Florida- USA

Jitka Petrickova is a confirmed internationalist who has been
operating at the cross-roads of marketing strategy and technology
for nearly two decades. Working in a number of the world’s
capitals, she has provided strategic leadership, creative thinking,
and campaign performance for both online and offline
campaigns. It, therefore, comes as no surprise that after a life
spent largely in Central Europe and the UK that she would
eventually make her way to America’s Silicon Valley.
Just this summer, her extensive background in integrated digital
solutions and strong client leadership skills paid off. Jitka
Petrickova was named Managing Partner- West with
responsibilities for MEC’s San Francisco, Seattle, Irvine and Los
Angeles offices, as well as all of the agency’s West Coast client
business with the exception of Paramount Pictures. Reporting to
Marla Kaplowitz, Chief Executive Officer of MEC-North America,
Jitka’s now working to ensure that this key region aligns with the
agency’s strategic vision to drive innovative solutions for its clients.
According to Jitka “It’s a great time to be a part of MEC and
especially on the West Coast, at such a time of rapid consumer and
technology changes.”
Before her recent promotion, Jitka served as MEC’s Managing
Director- Digital West, and led the integration of new digital
strategic approaches, consumer insights, tools and technology
across the agency’s West Coast client base.
She came to MEC from Cadreon, an IPG/Mediabrands standalone business which utilizes a sophisticated technology platform
and predictive algorithms to buy audiences instead of inventory for
a new generation of media traders. As Cadreon’s VP of Audience
Strategy, Jitka led strategy, business intelligence, advanced
analytics, and audience intelligence teams in San Francisco,
Detroit, and New York.
Her first US role was at Organic San Francisco. As Group Media
Director, she built new media and analytics offerings, led the
implementation of qualitative and quantitative ROI-driven
performance measurement, reported to the CEO and drove
several successful integrated media campaigns, including Estee
Lauder and Choice Hotels. It’s no surprise that she was named
an Organic Exceptional Employee for two years in a row.

LEARN MORE ABOUT JITKA PETRICKOVA’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/jitka-petrickova.html

Key Clients include: HP and Intel
Robert Noyce, co-founder of Intel,
once said “Innovation is everything.
When you’re on the forefront you can see what the next innovation
needs to be.”
Agencies are under constant pressure to innovate; clients demand
it. Bob Habeck, Executive Director of Global Accounts for
Omnicom Media Group currently oversees two of the Agency’s
largest, and more demanding, global client relationships—HP
and Intel. These brands are synonymous with innovation—it’s
part of their DNA. In his nearly fifteen years at Omnicom and
Omnicom Media Group, Bob has continually driven innovative
approaches for both clients and Agency.
Michael Dell was once quoted as saying “celebrate for a
nanosecond, and then move on”—so by 2008, Bob was ready for a
new challenge. And he found it in Intel. He led the winning pitch
for their global media business. Intel is a very demanding client
and had high expectations for their new agency partner, and in the
five years under his leadership the agency has continually
delivered. His team introduced a revolutionary approach to digital
measurement that has been shared with the ANA, and awarded by
the Advertising Research Foundation. These innovative
approaches to digital measurement are now being expanded to
better measure Intel’s social media efforts.
And under Bob’s leadership, the agency has lead a unique open
source approach to integrating Intel’s multiple creative agencies
and their global production partner. As a result of all these efforts,
the agency has nearly doubled the size of its relationship.
When Bob joined DDB/Omnicom in 1997 he pushed the agency
to revolutionize their digital offering. This resulted in the launch of
Tribal DDB in October, 1998. Under Bob’s leadership, the agency’s
disparate digital offerings were consolidated under a single global
brand. Today Tribal DDB is an award winning, global digital
agency.
In 2001, Bob was part of the leadership team that pitched for, and
won, Dell’s $500mm U.S. business. He evolved their media
approach from one that was purely direct and was actually limiting
their ability to grow, to one that not only made “Dude, you’re
getting a Dell” a household phrase but also helped propel them to
the #1 seller of PC’s. By suggesting Dell think about targeting
differently and introducing new metrics and buying approaches
that enabled the delivery of business volume while maintaining
cost efficiency and flexibility, he helped revolutionize how they
went to market.
LEARN MORE ABOUT BOB HABECK’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/bob-habeck.html
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SEBASTIAN JESPERSEN
President, PHD New York
Born: Farum, Denmark

STEVE WILLIAMS
President, PHD New York
Born: London
Worked in: UK, Australia, United
States
Key Clients Include: Sony, HBO,
Starbucks, Elizabeth Arden,
Havaianas, Enterprise Car Rental,
Vonage, Economist, Guardian,
GSK, Gap, Old Navy, Hyatt.
Why do people see you as an innovator? People see me as
an innovator because I love playing outside the rules and
exploring stuff. My brand promise is delivering energy
and imagination through cultural leadership.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy
today? At PHD, innovation and idea development are not
purely in the domain of one person or small team. Ideas
are not owned or created in one room, at one time, by one
person. For us, innovation is about talent collaboration and
iteration. Ideas and innovation come through a restless and
obsessive approach to finding a better way to create a
difference to a client’s business. Innovation needs to solve
a business problem, not be for its own sake. It’s not about
jumping to the first or most obvious thought. We like to
iterate on a thought or idea, at scale, across our global
network. We believe that innovation comes from curious
minds, courageous thinking, and an optimistic outlook.
Innovation is a mind-set. It’s about having vision beyond
the horizon.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying
innovative thinking to international projects? I think the
challenge—but would prefer to say the opportunity—is
around applying collective and connected intelligence.
Giving people time and permission to be bold is critical. At
PHD, we think collectively and globally. We aim to be fast
and prolific in idea generation. Nurturing a culture of
innovation is at the foundation. My and our business
responsibility is about convincing people to consider a new
approach, to break away from the comfortable, the reliable
and the familiar to embrace the disruptive, the different
and the unknown. In a world where people are connected
everywhere, all the time, with new platforms, technologies
and devices continually fragmenting (and yet, at the same
time, connecting) our communication ecosystem, ideas are
better when co-created. Collaboration wins. If your idea or
thought is good enough, it’s simply a question of translating
it and scaling it, fast.
LEARN MORE ABOUT STEVE WILLIAMS’ IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/steve-williams.html

Worked in: Lived and worked in
Denmark, Philippines, and USA
Dictionary definitions aside, how
would you characterize innovation in
the work you do? “A solution is not
truly successful unless it grows a
brand and noticeably changes the core
business, bringing tangible results.”
Why do people see you as an innovator? “I believe that anything is
possible, but this first requires looking at a situation in a new
perspective. Vertic is made of pillars of innovation, strategy,
creativity and technology to provide creative innovative solutions
that drive tangible business results.”
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy
today? “Dream big, have fun, and rethink impossibilities.
Innovation is the core fundamental change to making what
was impossible, possible.”
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. This year, innovation took a new turn when
we imagined if we had the ability to combine awareness and
lead-generation in one highly customized solution that was so
compelling that it redefined direct marketing. Furthermore,
we had a desire to do this without having to rely on existing
customer data but enable anyone from the web to have a
unique experience. That desire ignited to what is now an
award-winning campaign for our customer Vestas.
Leveraging the Linkedin platform we are now able to target
distinct audiences and create highly personalized and groundbreaking solutions. The Vestas campaign has led to multiple
Fortune 500 clients such as Microsoft to push the boundaries
of digital communication with these solutions from Vertic.
We are able to create a mass-communication platform yet
completely personalized through the consumer decision
journey and across multiple channels. The demand has
reached levels that LinkedIn is supporting us based on our
abilities to advance their platform further than other agencies
in the market.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? “I’ve seen innovation be
perceived differently across companies and cultures, from Europe
to Asia and to the US. Some want to be a forerunner, others are
risk-averse and the greatest challenge is translating the necessary
innovation across cultures and into tangible results.”
Any other interesting aspects to your international
background? “As a CEO of a global digital agency, I learned
that the need to be connected at all times is not only the core
of who I am but also cannot be taken for granted. While
experiencing a piece of heaven on a vacation with my wife, we
traveled to one of the most beautiful, exotic and secluded
islands in the Philippines.
LEARN MORE ABOUT SEBASTIAN JESPERSEN’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/sebastian-jespersen.html
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These two individuals, Patrick Walhain and Miguel
Magalhães Santos, made an innovative move in
combining two independent global networks,
something that had never been done before.
Combining the two networks brings together more
human and financial resources for business
development than any network of independent
agencies. As the two execs viewed the moves being
made by the multinational agency groups, they asked
themselves why not grow that way themselves rather
than the traditional independent path of recruiting
agencies market by market. The idea started as a
conversation between two friends, each a member of a
different network. The more they talked, the more
coming together seemed to be an opportunity to
leverage the best of both networks.

PATRICK WALHAIN
President, PHD New York
Born: Paris, France
Key Clients Include: Porsche cars,
Swiss Life insurance, Candia dairy
products, Entremont cheese, Mantis
gardening, French Country Wines
Worked in: Paris & New York:
McCaffrey & McCall, FCB, TBWA,
Dassas, Quai des Orfevres (agency
management of major international brands, Philips, ColgatePalmolive, SC Johnson, Danone, Rossignol, Bayer, Haribo,
Mars, E&J Gallo, Lacoste).

LEARN MORE ABOUT PATRICK WALHAIN’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/patrick-walhain.html

Some basic beliefs:
Walhain: Believe in your observations. Learn to
recognize signals and follow them.
Santos: Capitalize on the soul of each brand.
Final note from Walhain: While the result was
seemingly obvious, coming up with the new
name was one of the biggest and most amusing
challenges. When all was said and done after
many hours and many ideas, ICOM+IN is the
one that everyone believed showed mutual
respect.
Final note from Santos: It is always funny when
you mix in the same meeting room different
people from different markets and cultures. “I
can assure you the English we talked was, let’s
say... innovative!”

MIGUEL MAGALHÃES
SANTOS
International Business Director at
Brandia Central, Lisbon and Vice
Chairman-elect and Member of the
Board of Directors, ICOM+IN,
Rollinsville, Colorado, USA (former
President of IN)
Born: Vila Real, Portugal
Key Clients Include: Vodafone telecom, Union of European
Football Associations, IKEA, APCOR (Portuguese Cork
Association), Wines of Portugal, Airport Authority of
Portugal, Nestle’s Buondi coffee, Abu Dhabi pearls, BIC bank,
Beach Park water resort, Tiara Hotels & Resorts and RTP TV
network.
Worked in: Spain: Valero Y Asociados and TBWA; Portugal:
Cinevoz, MKT and Brandia Central, Angola. Now in Brazil;
responsible for developing business in international markets.
During the last five years has racked up substantial air miles
around the world mainly in: Spain, France, U.K.,
Netherlands, Ukraine, Poland, Russia, Estonia, India, Egypt,
Greece, Turkey, South Africa, Mozambique, Angola, U.S.,
Argentina, Brazil, UAE.
LEARN MORE ABOUT MIGUEL MAGALHÃES SANTOS’ IDEAS
AND INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/miguel-magalh%C3%A3es-santos.html
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SUE UNERMAN

ARVID BOSTRÖM

Chief Strategy Officer,
MediaCom UK

Managing Partner, MEC

Sue is MediaCom UK’s secret
weapon and the brains behind the
agency’s rise from bit part player to
No 1 and Agency of the Decade in
this market. (That’s a £950m
increase in billings since she joined
the company in 1990 in the UK
alone.) Dubbed the “Grand Dame of
Media Planning” and “Empress of Media” by UK industry
watchers, she is also the responsible for many of the tools and
thinking that lie behind MediaCom’s dramatic global growth.
In the last decade she has not only devised Real World
Communication—the agency’s global planning system—but
also devised MediaCom Beyond Advertising—the content
division that is now being rolled out globally.
The tools she has developed have played a crucial role in
helping MediaCom secure additional business from the likes
of Procter & Gamble and Coca-Cola as well as pushing the
network from No 7 in the global RECMA rankings to No 3.
These achievements are in addition to her previous
contributions to MediaCom’s global thinking, including the
introduction of people management system Communications
Dynamics—originally launched in the UK in 1995—and as
part of the team behind the invention and global introduction
of target audience planning tool Method Insight in 2010.
This year she co-authored Tell the Truth with marketing
consultant Jonathan Salem Baskin, a book that focuses on the
need for all brands to identify and communicate their
essential truth in an age when consumers can discover
anything and everything about a company or organization.
This delivers a thought leadership perspective for all clients
and the industry in general to navigate the new media age.
The book has been endorsed and reviewed not only by
notable advertising gurus like Sir Martin Sorrell, Al Ries, Seth
Godin and Joseph Jaffe but also on Sky News Australia, CNN
and in Ad Age and Campaign, among others. In keeping with
Sue’s day-to-day work on the real problems faced by real
brands, it is also filled actionable insights and changes that
can make a difference today. She is running an international
competition for business students around the world to ensure
that marketing schools take account of current best practice
in the industry, based on the thinking in the book (details at
www.tellthetruthbook.com).
Sue is behind MediaCom’s conviction that we are living in the
Age of Dialogue—the fourth age of communications—
bringing unprecedented challenges that require all brand
messages to be innovative and accountable. This requires
every media person within the organisation to take a view
about how to grow client’s brands, not just to write media
plans.
LEARN MORE ABOUT SUE UNERMAN’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/sue-unerman.html
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Born: Cologne, Germany
Worked in: Germany, England,
Italy, Hungary, South-Africa.
What is the biggest challenge you
face in applying innovative thinking to international projects?
“The basis for innovative thinking is always inspiration from
a broad horizon of sources and disciplines. Actually
implementing innovative concepts internationally is tricky.
Obviously there are meta-trends that can be applied globally.
On the other hand, there are many creative innovations that
face barriers when we actually try to apply them
internationally. For example, in Asia we set up some awardwinning and highly innovative digital and interactive outdoor
advertising concepts. In Europe a lot of these “best in class”activities cannot be put into practice simply because legal
restrictions keep us from doing so. Even more challenging
are cultural barriers. Some ideas work perfectly in a certain
country or culture. However, they may not be accepted or
even be offending in a different area or culture. That is why
we really encourage our people at MEC to permanently
broaden their intercultural expertise.”
Why do people see you as an innovator? “Innovation is
nothing without a spot-on execution. In times of growing
superficiality-- especially when it comes to innovations, I
believe progressive thinking is just one part of being
successful. To me, it more comes down to how you are able to
productively integrate an idea into the product value chain,
rather than ‘suggesting you to death’ far away from reality.
That’s where people see advantages when working with me. I
require the innovations we develop to be 100% applicable in
real life. Not just a visionary thought. I want the thought to
get things done.”
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy
today? Our job at MEC is successful and client-orientated
media and communications consulting. The level and
intensity of innovation has obviously accelerated in the age of
digitalism. As innovation is also important in terms of
gaining competitive advantage in the market, it is an essential
component in any marketing strategy as well as in marketing
communications. However, everybody can check out all the
latest trends on the web and on social media platforms these
days anyways. Our professional challenge is to analyze
emerging innovative trends regarding their potential benefits
and value for our clients.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. Progressively reshaping our agency’s profile
and products from a simple service provider towards a
‘business partner’ company, which stands out for its holistic
but local consulting expertise.

LEARN MORE ABOUT ARVID BOSTRÖM’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/arvid-bostr%C3%B6m.html

VALERIE BEAUCHAMP

JIM RUSSELL

Senior Vice President, Director
Starcom USA

Chief innovation officer,
McKinney

Born: Mountain View, California,
USA

Born: Grange, Illinois- USA

Worked in: Beijing, China and
Chicago, Illinois, USA .
Key Clients Include: Anheuser
Busch InBev
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you
are most proud. When I think of innovation, words like
pioneering, forging and initiating change come to mind. My
time with Starcom MediaVest Group in Beijing, China from
April 2009 to February 2012 seems to best capture these
traits. After eight years at the Starcom USA office in Chicago,
I was struck by the feeling that I needed to reinvigorate my
passion for the work that we do and find some new sources of
inspiration by pushing myself into a bit of the unknown. In
my first nine months in China, I served as the regional
director on our Samsung account, managing global
coordination for Greater China (Mainland, Hong Kong and
Taiwan) and overseeing local China work. In January 2010, I
moved into a new role as a director of human experience
strategy (HES), focused on building strategic capabilities and
overseeing product development. When the office won the
Mars/Wrigley business in 2010, a portion of my time became
dedicated to working as the HES on the business with a focus
on the chocolate brands. In January 2011, I added the
responsibility of Growth Lead for China and also lent
business development support to the other markets in North
Asia, including Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Japan.
Our industry is relatively young in China—in age, practice
and capabilities—which means growth, by and large, is
driven by being “new.” To propel it, you are literally building
EVERY SINGLE DAY—new offerings, new processes, new
tools, new research and new insights—all with an eye toward
delivering best-in-class marketing solutions to existing and
prospective clients in one of the most competitive markets in
the world. I can’t think of a more powerful articulation of
innovative business solutions than the work being done at
that time. It was and continues to be ambitious,
groundbreaking and differentiating. I am proud to have been
a part of the team that helped bring it to life.
Why do people see you as an innovator? I imagine that the
biggest factor might simply be that I demonstrate a
willingness and passion to reinvent myself. I’ve worked in
both a developed market (the US) and a rapidly developing
market (China). I’ve been a buyer, a planner and a buyer who
planned. I’ve been a business director, a strategist and a new
business lead. I’ve been a researcher, a talent recruiter, a
workshop facilitator, a systems guru, a writer (and a ghost
writer). My colleague and I used to joke that we needed to
carry A4 sized business cards just to capture all of the hats we
wore at any time.
LEARN MORE ABOUT VALERIE BEAUCHAMP’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/valerie-beauchamp.html

Worked in: Boston, Palo Alto and I
have also worked in Antibes, France
and Calgary, Canada..
Name an innovative idea or business
solution for which you are most proud.Two actually. When BMW
launched the MINI Cooper brand in the U.S., I was responsible
for proving that a site and the configuration of its parts could be as
emotionally delightful as it is practical for people wanting to use
the Web to help them choose their cars. The site brought more
than 70 independent dealers into the fold to experience and share
the brand voice with their customers. Here at McKinney, I am
proud to have fostered the McKinney Ten Percent, a program that
encourages its employees to follow their creative muse and devote
10% of their time on projects unrelated to client business. As a
result, client work has been strengthened and their perceptions of
McKinney as an innovative agency have grown. SPENT, an online
game about homelessness born of the McKinney Ten Percent, has
been played by millions of people worldwide. That most likely
would not have happened if employees weren’t given the chance to
innovate and play.
Why do people see you as an innovator? I have always been
curious and have spent the best part of my career on the client
service side, always working for a variety of clients in a broad
range of industries. My background in both service and
technology means people always have come to me with all kinds
of crazy ideas, and I’ve loved the challenge. But crazy ideas aside, I
have always put certain structures in place to allow McKinney to
align itself around the innovation mantra of “more leading ideas
faster.” In addition to the McKinney Ten Percent mentioned
earlier, we have a structure called Bullpen, where individuals can
share and build off of others’ ideas. We also have a venture arm
where we are able to fund those ideas and turn them into real
business opportunities. These things together are very rare for an
advertising agency.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy today?
We encourage our clients to go through an exercise called
Innovation Planning. Through this exercise, we map what we feel
are the 14 most interesting and powerful cultural and
technological trends where our clients might want to take their
businesses and their brands. After this process, innovation is
translated into action. Certain existing initiatives have new ways of
thinking already attached and skunkworks-like projects are
automatically formed. For the McKinney brand, we continue to
create tools that people use and are delighted by. For Super Bowl
XLV, we created Twerrible Towel, which gave Steelers fans a way to
show off their spirit and keep their beloved yellow towel twirling
24/7 via Twitter. We also created Crows Nest, a digest of the mosttweeted links among advertising and design professionals so
nobody misses out on the conversation. Lastly, for an agency, its
work is its brand.
LEARN MORE ABOUT JIM RUSSELL’S IDEAS AND INTERESTS,
GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/jim-russell.html
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BETH DOYLE

SARAH POWER

Innovations Director, VivaKi

Executive Vice President, Director
Insights & Strategy, Initiative

Born: Beth grew up in Hales
Corners, Wisconsin, USA.
Worked in: Beth’s work on behalf of
The Pool has taken her across the
United States and the world. She’s
has worked side-by-side with
colleagues in London, Beijing and Shanghai to help launch
The Pool in their respective markets and to present the Pool
process and findings internationally.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud. As a member of The Pool, VivaKi’s ongoing research
effort working to find tomorrow’s engagement models across
emerging media platforms, Beth lead two major global research
initiatives focused on online video. She corralled the industry’s top
pioneers and leaders in the online video space to help find an ad
model that was optimal for advertisers, publishers and
consumers. The result was ASq—the ad selector done smart.
ASq is an online video advertising model that gives viewers the
opportunity to select the most relevant ad to them from choices
that appear in an easy-to-view single or multi-advertiser slate. Prior
to the on-set of video, users are presented with options and are
given up to 10 seconds to choose the ad that is most applicable to
them; if no ad is selected, one will automatically begin playing.
ASq has proven itself to be the optimal ad model in six different
studies spanning five countries. In those studies, a total of 388
different executions have been tested with 278 million consumers
over 19 million hours, with ASq consistently outperforming the
other models, including the pre-roll benchmark by over 300% in
attitudinal and behavioral metrics.
ASq is now live in market and available to all advertisers and
publishers. Fourteen publishers, including CBS, MSNBC, AOL,
NBCU, and Hulu, are currently selling ASq, and all of the four big
media holding companies have bought the ASq. In the 20
months since launch, ASq has generated more than 475 million
ASq impressions across 202 campaigns from 40 advertisers.
Why do people see you as an innovator? Beth has been
entrenched in advanced cross-platform media and innovation
for over eight years. In her current role, she serves as product
manager for ASq, working with agency and client teams to
help maximize their campaigns through usage of the
platform. Beth also oversees operations for VivaKi’s The Pool.
For the first two research studies, or lanes, of The Pool, she
brought in over 60 major companies to participate in these
research studies and served as the key contact for all parties;
she handled everything from event sponsorship coordination
for a launch event in NYC during Advertising Week to final
negotiations with the countless partners who were lining up
to start leveraging the new model. She also greatly
contributed to the writing and development of two research
books dedicated to The Pool’s findings.
LEARN MORE ABOUT BETH DOYLE’S IDEAS AND
Thanks
to Beth’s
of “The Pool Toolkit,” The Pool has
INTERESTS,
GO creation
TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/beth-doyle.html
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Sarah Power serves as Executive
Vice President, Director Insights
and Strategy for Initiative one of the
Interpublic Group’s (NYSE: IPG)
two worldwide media networks and
part of the company’s IPG
Mediabrands unit. She is
responsible for helping chart the agency’s overall direction
and how it provides clients with full-service marketing
solutions. Her Insights and Strategy team also works in
conjunction with all of Initiative’s analytics units to provide
fresh perspective and the latest trends to clients.
A highly regarded communications strategist, Power was an
integral part of Initiative’s move to a ‘Performance Led
Communications’ approach including serving as one of the
chief authors of the agency’s ‘Performance Pathway’ process
and subsequent agency transformation training. Performance
Pathway is the firm’s brand intensive, multi-step,
collaborative approach designed to have clients and agency
working annually towards achieving business goals not
simply media outcomes. During this agency transformation,
Power spearheaded every training session with Initiative’s
largest internal client teams. These three day in-depth
seminars broke planners, buyers and account staff out of
their silos and moved them into a collaborative model that
has each involved in what the firm refers to as the ‘Design,
Determine and Deliver’ phases of the clients annual
marketing plan. The commitment to a performance model
allows the agency to move away from commission structures
and towards performance-based compensation models that
will provide a more robust growth model for the agency
moving forward.
Sarah has also played a major leadership role in nearly every
new business win the company has had since 2008—several
which were based on the ‘performance’ approach. She helped
lead the firm’s most recent wins of Hasbro, USAA Financial
Services, Dr Pepper Snapple Group, Hyundai-Kia and
Lionsgate Studios. She is also leading the brand performance
reviews for the company’s newest full-service client
MillerCoors won in late Spring 2012. Throughout her career,
Sarah has provided strategic counsel for many top-flight
global brands across the automotive, energy, pharmaceutical,
entertainment and consumer product goods categories and
her work has won countless awards including most recently a
Cannes Lions silver for Hasbro’s Kre-O Transformers effort—
the first Cannes Lions win for Initiative’s U.S. in the firm’s
history.
LEARN MORE ABOUT SARAH POWER’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/sarah-power.html

JAN GERITS
Regional business Intelligence &
Development Director, Omnicom
Media Group
Born: Antwerp, Belgium
Worked in: Brussels, Paris, London
(Regional Europe), Taipei (Taiwan)
Singapore (Regional Asia-Pac),
Indonesia (Pan-Regional SEA), New York (Global), Miami
(Regional LatAm)
According to Jan Gerits, “Internationalism is about exchange.
It is the ability to inspire many while being inspired by many.
In my opinion, only internationalism provokes the right wide
angle to provoke innovation.”
Dictionary definitions aside, how would you characterize
innovation in the work you do? Innovation in our business is the
ability to create thinking that generates disproportionately high
returns on investment through the ability to capture market
dynamics differently, to understand cause and effect in an
unexplored way and to be able to generate new and fresh
relevance to the industry and the clients’ businesses.
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy today?
Innovation is rapidly becoming the focal point of our business. In
our market place where price and volume have long been the
main drivers, innovation and related change management are
crucial elements in the future forward planning of the company
and the people who work here.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud. Innovation rarely works in vacuum. In my
experience Innovation works best when it is stimulated across
disciplines, across different groups of talents. Therefore it seems
right to highlight a number of recent business initiatives which all
build up to the innovative reputation of the company.
1. Introduction of a new operating system in the LatAm region in
order to promote differentiation and uniqueness in the way we
approach business. Innovative elements include new ways of
business analysis, new way of market visualization and
redesign of the nature of the partnership we have with our
clients.
2. Introduction of a new philosophy to provoke more creativity
and ideation in our network to further our reputation as a
provider of innovative and break-through product.
3. The introduction of a new and actualized toolset to perform
analytics, planning and performance calculation functions
which enhances the fiduciary responsibilities we have towards
our clients as investors of the budgets they trust us with. To
prove that the collective of these innovation works I am
particularly proud of the fact that LatAm has increased its
contribution to the success of the network in Cannes and that it
is well on track to surpass the business objectives set in the
beginning of the year. Further metrics of success include
employee satisfaction and the increase of the overall quality of
the work produced in the network throughout LatAm.

TAMINA PLUM
Worldwide Business Director,
ZenithOptimedia
Born: Teaneck, New Jersey- USA
Worked in: New York City
(Internship), Tokyo, Chicago,
London
Why do people see you as an innovator? Tamina has led the
Oracle advertising team in EMEA for the past 5 years at both
Starcom and now ZenithOptimedia. Over that time the
region has grown from a challenge into one of the most
innovative regions in the globe. Tamina has helped pioneer
Oracle’s demand generation model of obtaining leads,
introduced Oracle to the Social media space and worked with
content publishers to develop never done before
partnerships. She is a go-getter and a leader. She has a never
say die attitude and brings a positive perspective to work each
and every day. Her team feeds off this positive energy and
helps her develop an innovative product.
Dictionary definitions aside, how would you characterize
innovation in the work you do? “Innovation is such a tricky
word in our industry. It gets thrown around in just about
every conversation had with clients, prospective clients and
internal teams. It is something we all like to benchmark
ourselves against, but takes different shape and meaning for
each area of business we touch. For me, innovation is the
creation of something better. When working on ideas,
process, business solutions or even cultivating talent, being
innovative means we deliver a product or process net new or
better than before. It means we develop talent to enhance
their areas of strength and grow their areas of weakness.
When talking about innovation, people and talent often get
left off the agenda, seems odd given that people are really
what drives this industry forward.”
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? “Localization and cultural
understanding. There is no such thing as a ‘one-size-fits-all’
model. Having worked both in local market and running a
region, a constant challenge is making something relevant
and applicable across the globe. This is not only relevant to
campaign execution but also important to creative. On an
annual basis, all of Oracle’s ZenithOptimeida regions come
together for a global conference, so we use this time to not
only share work from across the globe but also discuss what
the next year will look like. Without fail each representative
from every region raises their hand with points to consider
for their regions and markets. It is up to us to find innovative
solutions around these so we can continue to connect with
people on the right level and through the right means. A few
tips for success that have helped me along the way:
LEARN MORE ABOUT TAMINA PLUM’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/tamina-plum.html

LEARN MORE ABOUT JAN GERITS’ IDEAS AND INTERESTS,
GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/jan-gerits.html
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WARREN GRIFFITHS
ANDREA SUAREZ
President, World Markets, IPG
Mediabrands, IPG Mediabrands
Born: Bogotá, Colombia
Worked in: Throughout the years I
have worked in offices based in New
York, Miami, Bogotá and constantly
traveled to work in offices under my
management located in the six
continents. I am currently responsible for 52 offices around
the globe.
In Andrea Suarez’ new position as President, World Markets,
she is responsible for the development of Mediabrands
operations in 39 reporting countries and 50 affiliate offices
across Latin America, Central and Eastern Europe, the
Nordics, APAC and Africa, leading a team of more than 1,800
international professionals around the globe.
Key Clients Include: Unilever, Coca Cola, LAN, DirecTV,
Microsoft, MasterCard, ExxonMobile, L’Oreal, among others.
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud. Last year I became part of the first-ever clusteroriented global structure implemented by a media agency
network. With this new structure, Mediabrands divided its
markets by economic growth instead of geographical locations,
which is the traditional structure adopted by the rest of the
industry. In just a year under the new cluster structure, the World
Markets cluster, under my guidance, has proven a tangible
evolution and is growing in all key performance indicators in all
the 52 offices under my responsibility. In particular, the cluster is
showing outstanding growth with the opening of new specialized
units around the globe; going from 13 to 22 units, offering
different services such as branded content, search, social, shopper
analytics, etc.; and we aim to have 31 units open by the end of
2012. Furthermore, I have led World Markets to achieving positive
financial results, exceeding the company’s goals for profitability
and organic growth.
Why do people see you as an innovator? I believe that from the
start of my career, my colleagues have noticed how I have learned
to adapt to the new needs of the clients we manage in creating
new products and offerings fueled by the changes in consumer
behaviors and technological advances. This has propelled the
expansion of services to specialized areas that never existed or that
were managed by other areas of the business in the agencies that I
have worked for.
What is the biggest challenge you face in applying innovative
thinking to international projects? I have the privilege to lead a
unique, innovative group of countries around the world, known as
the emerging markets, which includes countries in Latin America,
Central and Eastern Europe, Asia and Africa. The innovation that
is coming from these countries is quite impressive and is serving
as a model of inspiration for markets with larger economies and
greater resources.
LEARN MORE ABOUT ANDREA SUAREZ’S IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/andrea-suarez.html
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SVP, Global Digital Director,
Starcom USA, New York
Born: Harare, Zimbabwe
Worked in: Warren has been based
in Johannesburg and Capetown,
South Africa; London and New York
Key Clients include: Samsung
Name an innovative idea or business solution for which you are
most proud. SAMSUNG’S FIRST EVER GLOBAL DIGITAL
PARTNERSHIPS: Lead the negotiation and agreement for
Samsung’s first ever Global Digital Media Upfront Deals with
Google, Facebook and Microsoft to enable global scale, efficiencies
and exclusive value.
“In mid-year 2011, I presented a vision to Samsung’s senior
media team in Seoul, Korea that showed the value of developing
long-term strategic partnerships with large global digital
publishers. We suggested investigating partnerships that would
bring 15%-20% overall extra value to Samsung in their dealings
with key global digital publishers. This was a unique concept to
Samsung as they historically preferred to work in short or
medium term media relationships, based on campaign activity,
rather than long term partnerships.
My team and I convinced Samsung to take the leap, and thus
ensued 7 months of identifying partners, collating financial
commitments across 40+ markets, negotiating terms with
potential partners, and contractually securing the terms. When it
was all said and done, we achieved the first truly global
partnerships across Google, Facebook and Microsoft within the
consumer electronics category.
By mid-2012, the value returned back from the partnerships were
so well received that Samsung and Starcom have established an
annual partnership investigation and negotiation season where
potential annual partnerships will be assessed and negotiated.”
Why do people see you as an innovator? “I get things done. I have
the ability to identify where gaps and opportunities lie within
global digital strategies and methodologies, and put plans in place
to take advantage of the opportunities. I bring key people together
to ensure effective execution of defined strategies. I collate and
refine knowledge/learning, and share insights with my agency
teammates and my client through training, summits and
electronically.”
What role does innovation play in your marketing strategy today?
Innovation is core to all that we do on the Samsung account. In
the hyper-fast paced and highly competitive landscape of
consumer electronics, we need to continually innovate or we get
left behind. This applies not only to product development, but to
all aspects of the business, including the media strategies and
marketing operations. Starcom is Samsung’s largest global
strategic partner in the media and communications space, so we
need to be continuously ahead of the innovation curve, and
pushing Samsung to plan forward.
LEARN MORE ABOUT WARREN GRIFFITHS’ IDEAS AND
INTERESTS, GO TO: agency-innovators.typepad.com/
agency_innovators_2012/warren-griffiths.html

DR. ANNA KHIN KHIN KYAWT, Founder & Owner
JOHN HANDLEY, Chief Executive Officer
SAIL Marketing & Communications, Ragoon, Myanmar (Burma)
Dr. Anna Khin Khin Kyawt, Founder & Owner
John Handley, Chief Executive Officer
SAIL Marketing & Communications, Ragoon, Myanmar (Burma)
The growth of the international advertising business has been based, in
part, on expansion into new markets. Myanmar, formerly known as
Burma, is considered by many to be one of the last outposts in global
growth. Positive political change has finally come to this Southeast Asian nation; yet, an extraordinary fullservice agency has been operating in Rangoon for two decades and throughout a number of governmental
scenarios.
SAIL Marketing & Communications was founded by Dr. Anna Khin Khin Kyawt, a passionate Burmese
national who is also credited with creating Myanmar’s advertising industry. Her American husband, John
Handley, a Richmond, Virginia-based engineer, has been the driver of an “inside-out” rebranding and
strategic plan for SAIL since 2003. In fact, John has delivered increases of in-house services and products
that have allowed the company to maintain sustainable growth through difficult economic periods. His
leadership has expanded SAIL from under 10 employees in 2002 to over 100 with 12 national offices for
activation and promotion.
This uncharacteristic partnership between an American husband and a Burmese wife, not only transcends
international borders and overcomes antithetical political systems, but demonstrates the power of
marketing and communications in a nascent market with little exposure to the rest of the world, its
messages and its media.
One interesting early example of their collaboration is the “bamboo condom” campaign in which SAIL
tackled not only the AIDS epidemic, but the “Burmese Way of Socialism”—just as their personal and
professional collaboration began roughly a decade ago. While ruled by military junta and isolated from the
rest of the world, Myanmar’s government dismissed concerns of a potential AIDS crisis as “imperialist
ploys.” Yet the country borders Thailand, Laos, China and India—all nations where HIV infections had
been rising and where transient populations frequently crossed borders. Poverty, low awareness, poor
health care, and few diplomatic relations exacerbated the AIDS situation as Burma remained cut off behind
the “Bamboo Curtain.”
However, a grinning chameleon, drawn from a popular Burmese folk tale and recreated with a pith helmet
and a smile, urged citizens of this conservative country to use a condom. The chameleon became the
mascot of Aphaw-- (“Trusted Friend” in Burmese), a condom distributed by Population Services
International, a US-based nongovernmental organization at the forefront of the AIDS battle in a market
that refused to acknowledge the presence of the disease until recently.
Today, SAIL is not only a creative shop, but a full-service advertising, marketing, media placement,
research, promotion and merchandising agency. They also offer product representation through one of the
most comprehensive supply chains in Myanmar. SAIL has counted among its clients: Nestlé, San Miguel
Beer, Samsung, Reckitt & Colman, Kodak, Gillette and Unilever, along with such Pharmaceutical
companies as Novartis and Astra Zeneca.
As CEO, John Handley credits his strategic creative capabilities to his disciplined experience as a 25-year
veteran of the power generation energy industry with expertise in strategic planning and implementation
and precision manufacturing. When US Manager of strategic planning, new product development and
marketing for Alstom US, he worked internationally with intra-company organizations for the
development of new services. Earlier experience includes the implementation of services for gas & steam
turbines and generators, plus hydro turbines. While at General Electric, he was a program manager for the
Global Repair Technology Center of Excellence, where he managed development budgets and business
justifications for multi-million dollar developments for new products and services in B2B power generation
service business.
LEARN MORE ABOUT DR. ANNA KHIN KHIN KYAWT AND JOHN HANDLEY’S IDEAS AND INTERESTS, GO TO:
agency-innovators.typepad.com/agency_innovators_2012/dr-anna-khin-khin-kyawt-and-john-handley.html
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all for one. one for all.
Imagine a networked currency enabling instant exchanges
anywhere backed by real resources and carbon futures, greening
everything it touches. One-click web payments to the fraction of a
cent. A stable, single currency for commodities. And an open API
for rapid innovation. It’s time for a new kind of money.
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Pinning Down Pinterest
by Eric Vaughn-Flam Esq.
Eric Vaughn-Flam Esq., the General Counsel for the IAA, shares the
legal perspectives and opinions for today’s ever changing global
advertising landscape.

Eric Vaughn-Flam is a
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Benchmark State Of The International Advertising
Industry Study Finds Industry Sectors Aligned On
Global Vision For The Future Despite Local Passions
Social Media Effectiveness, Building Purposeful Brands, Exploring the
Latest Media & Technology Trends, and Mastering Data & Engagement are
Industry Priorities in all World Regions

There’s no question that the
marketing industry is facing a
time of dramatic transformation
brought about by technology,
globalization, and an economic
re-set. All of these factors also
have contributed to changing
consumer behavior and new
customer expectations. In its first
State of the International
Advertising Industry Survey,
released today, The International
Advertising Association (IAA) has
found industry professionals
across the world—whether
advertisers, agencies or the
media—largely agree on industry
challenges, opportunities and the
best direction for the
future.Although the study
surveyed individuals in over 50
countries, geography had only a
subtle effect on answers
regarding global trends,
underscoring how professionals
in this industry are motivated by
best brand practices, are
connected by international media
and technology, and care about
consumers first.
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Geography does matter, though, in perceptions of key world markets in terms of Growth,
Idea Creation, Technological Innovation, and the Next Generation of Multinational Brands.
Although overall survey responses clearly project the participants’ global optimism and
strong international marketing understanding, local passions still run deep when exploring
the future potential of specific markets. Regional pride or national sensitivities affect these
answers even among members of a sophisticated global industry.
Four key areas top the list of worldwide concerns among the industry at large:
• The Power of Social Media. 79% of respondents believe social media is the top
change agentin marketing now.
• The Intersection of Media & Technology. 74.3% underscore the importance of
exploring the latest media and technology trends to aid in effective marketing.
• Understanding Big Data. 58.5% admit that leveraging data and analytics for
decision-making, targeting and personalization currently demands their greatest
attention.
• The Reinvention of Marketing. 56.1% recognize the need to build brands that
consumers associate with purpose and meaning.
This first State of the International Advertising Industry Study extracted a broad range of
insights on today’s top priorities and future challenges, as well as viewpoints specific to
individual actions and intentions. In addition, questions were asked about particular
world markets in terms of levels of growth, idea creation, technological innovation, and
the next generation of multinational brands.
The survey concluded with two open-ended questions about pressing local marketing
challenges and most admired advertising campaigns, the answers to which reflect the
complexities of our worldwide industry.
Access to the survey was by invitation to IAA members, and also appeared as a link on
the International Advertising Association global website, www.iaaglobal.org. The State of
the International Advertising Industry was open for participation between May 8 and
June 30, 2012, and 370 individuals completed the full survey. Nearly 70 percent (68.6%)
stated that they were IAA members. Participants represented a range of companies with
roughly half (52.2%) indicating they worked for a multinational corporation, while 23.2%
specified regional businesses and 26.7% stated a local company.
The Geographic breakout of respondents follows: Europe- 35.1%; Asia Pacific- 31.1%;
US/Canada- 30.0%; Middle East/Africa- 19.4%; South/Central America- 7.4%;
Unspecified- 7.0%. Participants indicated their industry sector as Advertisers- 21.5%;
Agencies- 66.6%; Media- 21.9%; other- 5.5%. (Specific breakouts are also available by
agency type- full service, creative, digital, media, etc.)

(

TRENDS: SOCIAL MEDIA
There’s no question that SOCIAL MEDIA is affecting
marketing today:
• 75.1% of all surveyed believed that it is the top area of
• marketing
S
opportunity in 2012-2013

• 79% agreed that social media was the top change agent
in marketing now.
• Specifically when asked which areas demanded greatest
current attention, 60.7% said “implementing new social
media programs” was a top priority.

Which areas of marketing opportunity do you believe will become top priorities in 2012?

The intersection of MEDIA and TECHNOLOGY are also a top
industry concern:
• Exploring the latest media and technology trends to aid
in effective marketing” scores at the front of the list with
74.3%.
• 65.7% saw “new technologies” as a key issue they need
to address now.

• According to 65.6% of those surveyed throughout the
world, “Mobile and tablet applications” represented an
area of current marketing opportunity.
• 54.6% agreed that “the growth of channels and devices”
was a significant factor in changing marketing the most
today.

Which of the following issues should be our most important focus at we set our
sights on 2015?
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THE REINVENTION OF MARKETING
Respondents see the “Reinvention of Marketing” as
embracing the following:
• Building Brands that consumers associate with
purpose and meaning (56.1%)
• Delivering shared values to consumers and
customers (35.8%)

• In setting sights on the future, 55.6% of
respondents throughout the world believe in
“embracing 21st century brand transparency given
the impact of the socially-empowered consumer.”
• “Harnessing the benefits of ‘Big Data’ while
insuring consumer privacy” is cited by 33.9%
when considering the “Reinvention of Marketing.”

What do you see as the most significant trends that will shape marketing
in the future?

PERCEPTION OF WORLD MARKETS
China, the United States, India, and Brazil all ranked
consistently as top choices in four critical areas for the
future of the industry: GROWTH, IDEA CREATION,
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the NEXT
GENERATION OF MULTINATIONAL BRANDS.
However, the order of these countries varied by subject,
and other markets like Korea also entered the picture.

Perhaps most interesting is that Middle East/Africa
ranks #4 in Growth, ahead of both Korea and the United
States. When looking at answers from only respondents
residing within the Middle East, Gulf States and
throughout Africa, it is clear that people in this part of
the world have great optimism for their region. They
rank its potential in third place, after China and India,
and ahead of Brazil.

Growth:
China at 83.9%, India at 70.6% and Brazil at 61.1% are
considered by all respondents to be the top growth
markets in the next 3 years. (Note that respondents could
check all that applied.) Europe was considered to have
the least potential for growth, and the continent’s
current economic situation is certainly affecting
perceptions about the region.
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Similarly, when analyzing just the European survey
answers, these respondents have a less pessimistic view
of Europe’s potential for Growth. They rank themselves
#6, which represents a substantial difference in
perception from last place.
Advertisers and Agencies agree on the order of growth
markets, while media ranks both the US and Europe as
having the least potential for Growth.

Which areas of the world do you see as producing GROWTH in the next 3 years?

IDEA CREATION:
The US significantly tops the chart in Idea Creation, 20
percentage points ahead of India, the next market on the
list, at 44.5%, followed very closely by China at 43.7%.
All sectors—advertisers, agencies and the media—
concurred on US dominance in this area.
However, when isolating Advertiser-only responses, this
group ranked Brazil as the #2 area for Idea Creation,
followed by India and then China in 4th place. (Note
that the greatest number of Advertiser responses was
from the United States, which may reflect a greater
proximity and familiarity with Brazil.) Agencies and the
media agreed on the same overall regional rankings. The
question of regional sources of Idea Creation over the
next 3 years also shows a second tier of key markets
among worldwide respondents: Europe at 36.7%, Brazil
at 33.5% and Korea at 22.1%.
More than one-third of global participants still view
Europe as a source of advertising ideas, despite current
concerns about economics or overall growth potential.
Asian markets, other than China, Korea and India, were
seen as having the least potential for Idea Creation.

However, it should be noted that work from Australia
was cited in large numbers in the open-end question
about most admired ad campaigns.
This question reflected the greatest degree of regional
difference when looking at specific
geographic breakouts:
• Europe-only breakouts reflect a substantial
difference from worldwide figures. Europeans see
the US as #1 in Idea Creation, but rank themselves
in the #2 spot, followed by India. Brazil follows as
#4, and China ranks in an unusual fifth place.
• Responses for the Asia Pacific region reflect an
element of local pride as they place China and
India at a #1 tie for Idea Creation, then follow with
the US as 2nd and Korea as 3rd.
• Again, as in the earlier question on Growth,
participants in the Middle East and Africa saw
their region in the #3 spot for Idea Creation,
following China and India. Certainly the effect of
Arab Spring and new political realities is yielding a
new sense of possibility for the region.
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Certainly the effect

o

you see as being centers of IDEA CREATION in the next 3 years?

Which areas of the world do you see as being centers of IDEA CREATION in the next 3 years?

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION:
The United States again tops the chart in Technological
Innovation, but not by the same wide margin as in Idea
Creation. The US at 69.3%, China at 64.4%, Korea at
53.9% at India at 51.4% are cited by all respondents to be
A the top growth markets for Technological Innovation in

t

the next 3 years. Latin America received the lowest
number of responses. However, among the Advertiseronly segment, the Middle East/Africa placed last for
Technological Innovation.
Latin

However, among the Advertiser-only segment,

Which areas do you see as developing TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION in the next 3 years?
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Next Generation of Multinational Brands:
Responses to this future-directed question reflect two
tiers of answers. In the first tier, all worldwide
respondents look to China (64.3%), the United States
(54.7%) and India (48.7%) as sources for the Next
Generation of Multinational Brands. The second
grouping, tier 2, includes Korea (33.5%), Brazil 30.1%
and Europe (28.4%). Latin American was seen as the
region least likely to produce the Next Generation of
Multinational Brands in the coming 3 years.

A
t

• Respondents from the Middle East/Africa chose in
order- the US, China, then India.
• US participants rank the US first, followed by
China and India. Europe and Latin American are
in their second tier.
• Latin Americans see Brazil at the #1 source of the
Next Generation of Multinational Brands, followed
by China and Korea. The US follows, while Other
Asian Markets are at the bottom of their list.
• Europe-only responses agree with the overall
worldwide answers, while both Other Asian
Markets and Latin American are tied for last place.

This question also reflected significant regional
differences when looking at specific geographic
There’s no question that geographic immediacy, and
breakouts:
hence familiarity, brings better knowledge and
• Asia Pacific-only respondents reflect regional pride
understanding of a market. Strong local passions and
and preference by naming China, India and Korea
regional confidence are reflected in the answers even
as the top markets for the Next Generation of
Latin
among members
a sophisticated
global industry.
Multinational Brands.
However,
among of
the
Advertiser-only
segment,

Which areas of the world do you see as producing the next generation of multinational brands?

RECOVERING ECONOMY
Another significant indicator in the State of the
International Advertising Study was the need to address
issues involving the economy, as more than half (54.8%)
stated it was a prevalent factor in their current planning.
Interestingly, when broken out by region, the priority of
economic factors is clear in most areas of the world:
65.3% of Europeans named the Economy as an area of
top concern, followed by US/Canada at 56.8%, and

Middle East/Africa at 55.6%. Less than half (46.4%) in
Asia Pacific expressed thoughts about the economy’s
effect on marketing plans. Latin America reflected the
lowest level of concern at 35%. When analyzed by
industry sector, the Media showed the strongest
economic concerns at 62.7%, followed by Agencies at
57.8% and Advertisers at less than half (44.8%).
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What do you see as some of the( issues you’ll need to address in 2012-2013?

Additionally, issues associated with economic factors, reflect
the largest number of open-ended answers to the survey
question, “What is the most pressing current marketing
a sampling
responses:
challengeHere
in youriscountry?”
Here isof
a sampling
of responses:
• “The weak US recovery tops the list, and it is having a
huge impact on marketing efforts at home and on
global fronts. As a result, there is less of an appetite to
take risks and push the envelope, resulting in a more
wait and watch attitude.”— Advertiser, USA
• “In these recessionary times, consumers are more
aware on how they spend. And thus the advertising
industry is faced with a new type of consumer-- more
pragmatic. The effect is that the companies have quit
branding programs and embraced price reductions.
However, this can also create more opportunities for
those companies that want to build their brands.”—
Agency Professional, Romania
• “Sweden has weathered the global recession better than
most and in particular Stockholm. However, as a global
marketer (even getting paid in Euros, Dollars, etc.) we
are of course concerned about the overall global
economic development. The biggest challenge is
adapting to fast-changing consumer needs, new
technologies and fragmented media channels.” –
Advertiser, Sweden
• “Over supply of products and services. Economy is not
great, budgets are decreasing and cash collection has
become a nightmare.” – Agency Professional, Malta
• “Economic downturn, coupled with unreasonable
holding company financial requirement on staff. A cost
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ratio that forces you to downsize instead of invest.” –
Agency Professional, UAE
• “Financial uncertainly in Serbia and the lack of a
solution for it on the national level in the foreseeable
future, which affects advertising market in a negative
way. Clients are decreasing marketing budgets. Yet they
wish to be in more channels (without letting go of the
old ones).” – Agency Professional, Serbia
• “Marketing shifts out of Europe and toward the BRIC
markets.” – Media Agency Professional, UK
• “Recovery from Tsunami damage.” – Agency
Professional, Japan
• “In the US, it is shrinking budgets, and more and more
international budgets being handled abroad.” – Media
Executive, USAREGULATION
IRECOVERING ECONOMY
nterestingly, Regulatory issues scored among those concerns
of lowest interest in the State of the International Advertising
Study. However, Regulation specifics were cited by more than
30 individuals on the survey’s open-ended question about
pressing local marketing challenges. Without doubt, regulatory
concerns are specific to individual markets, and they often
evoke ardent responses when such issues have tangible local
implications.
Here is a sampling of comments:
• “Anti-competition laws put out by the country of
Singapore have adversely affected professional practice
and income. Example: standard hourly charges and

pitching fees are deemed a collusive action and hence
liable for prosecution.” – Agency Professional,Singapore
• “As a publisher, I would surely like the Ministry of
Information in Kuwait to require audited figures for
print media as part of consumer protection law.
Copyright issues are still not being addressed properly,
making the print market open to unprofessional,
unethical and inexperienced people. More regulation is
needed.” – Media Executive, Kuwait
• “Compliance and data protection.” – Digital Agency
Executive, UK
• “Lebanon—OTC drug advertising.” – Agency
Professional, Lebanon
• “OTC and pharmaceutical regulations involving social
media and online advertising.” – Agency Professional &
Advertising Professor, Australia
• “South Africa—the threatening total ban of alcohol

advertising & sponsorships.” – Local Industry Association
Executive & Advertising Professor, South Africa
• “Regulation, privacy and targeting.” – B2B Agency
Executive, USA
• “Regulation, ROI and Social Media.” – Creative Agency
Executive, Denmark
• “New advertising regulation implemented by both the
EU and Polish authorities. Ethics inadvertising.” –
Independent Agency Executive, Poland
• “Government autonomy vs. central government.
Indonesia.” – Full-service Agency Professional, Indonesia
• “Increased regulatory and government oversight in
Turkey.” – Media Agency Executive,Turkey
• “In Serbia, the most pressing marketing challenge is
regulation and validated market data.” – Media Agency
Executive, Serbia

MOST ADMIRED CAMPAIGNS
The State of the International Advertising Study Second open-ended question asked participants to mention a “most admired
advertising campaign.” Well over 200 individuals wrote in with responses, which were then grouped by brand mention.
Those campaigns throughout the world that were cited most include IN ORDER:
• P&G Mom’s campaign was
mentioned more than any other
single campaign.
• Coca-Cola was named second with
efforts characterized as
“Happiness,” “Share a Coke.”Local
Coca-Cola mentions include
Australia’s personalization of cans
with most popular girl’s and boy’s
names and Dubai’s Coke Manifesto“Today I Will.”
• Apple- with efforts ranging from the
“1984” iconic commercial to
current execution for the iPad and
iPod.
• Cadbury, particularly in India, but
also Australia.
• Nike with many mentions of “My
Time is Now” and “She Runs the
Night.”
• Old Spice “The Man Your Man
Could Smell Like.”

• Pepsi—many classic executions were
cited. A more contemporary example
included “Football
• Cricket” in the Indian market.
• The Guardian Newspaper’s “Three
Little Pigs” campaign that started in
the UK earlier thisyear and went
viral.
• Google Chrome: the web is what
you make of it.
• VW with many comments about
creativity and mentions of “The
Force” and “The Dog Strikes Back”
• AXE
• BMW
• HSBC- The World’s Local Bank
• Samsung Galaxy campaign
• VISA—”Go World” Olympics series
• Dos Equis Beer—”The Most
Interesting Man in the World”
• TNT Drama Activation
• IKEA “Moving Day”

• GE “Ecomagination” among other
local executions
• Mini—specifically for a virtual game
on the streets of Stockholm, among
other mentions.
• Louis Vuitton “icons campaign”
• IBM “Smarter Planet”
• Nespresso
• SAP in Germany
• Tokyo Sky Tree… changed the
economic mood in Japan
• Tic Tac in France
• Other local mentions… Uniqlo
(Japan), Joyville (Australia), Virgin
Mobile (Chile), Maggi (Gulf
Region), “It’s More Fun in the
Philippines,” Campofrio (Spain),
Smart Cars “Eball” in Germany,
Scandinavian Airlines, Subaru
USA’s “Love” campaign, Alfa
Mobile in Lebanon and Butterfly in
Hong Kong. Plus many, many
others.

Charts outlining the worldwide responses for the International
Advertising Association’s State of the International Advertising Study
follow. Regional and Sector responses are available upon request.
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CONNECT ALLIANCE PARTNERS MEET IN MONTREUX, SWITZERLAND
The 11th Annual Connect Alliance Media Partners Meeting took place in early September at the
Hotel Royal Plaza, and focused on the theme of “Brand Complexity: Unlocking Brand potential
across Countries, Cultures, Technologies & Markets.” Speakers included: Marcel Kohler, Head
of 20 Minuten Group; Maria J. Jobin, Head of Branding – Group Vice President of ABB Group;
Barbara Rübel, Head of Corporate Identity and Internal Marketing at Zurich Insurance Group;
Sabine Dufaux, Co-founder of the digital agency Relax in the Air and Strategic Planner. Media
owners from 15 countries attended the 2-day session.
The Connect Alliance has grown to become a network of 7 leading independent media sales
companies operating in Europe’s largest media markets who share a commitment to delivering
the highest possible service to the markets they serve and to acting in the best interests of their
media partners, clients and their agencies. The partners, rotate the host role every year by
country, are: Affinity Media – France; Affinity- PrimeMEDIA – Switzerland; IMS – Belgium;
K.media – Italy; K.media – Spain; Mercury Publicity – Germany; OSP – United Kingdom.
The partners, rotate the host role every year by
country, are: Affinity Media – France; Affinity- PrimeMEDIA – Switzerland; IMS – Belgium;
K.media – Italy; K.media – Spain; Mercury Publicity – Germany; OSP – United Kingdom.

13

All photo identifications from left:
1 Back row: David Oliver, OSP UK; David Castelló, K.media Spain; Frédéric Lahalle, Affinity
Media France; Front row: Sabine Fedrowitz, Mercury Publicity Germany; Eva Favre,
Affinity-PrimeMEDIA Switzerland; Michèle Beeckman, IMS Belgium; Bernard Kedzierski,
K.media Italy
2 Mark Dixon, Aller Media; Sylvie Gyuran, Bloomberg Businessweek
3 Ida Lindström, Bonnier; Martjn Standaart, NRC Media; Carmen Somerset, The Guardian
4 Frédéric Lahalle, Affinity Media; Herbert Michaelis, Bayard Publicité
5 Laurent Briggs, Affinity Media; Daniela Ling-Vannerus, Svenska Dagbladet
6 Kelly Emanuelli, Affinity Media; Paolo Cassano, K.media Italy; Rebecca Turner, The Guardian
7 Moyfrid Oygard, Aftenposten; Kate Solheim, Mediasite; Elmar Sohl, Mercury Publicity; Nina
O’Shea, Talentum Media
8 Matt Findel-Hawkins, Nikkei Business Press; Sonja Sundberg, Kauppalehti; Bernd Picker and
Robert Breen—both IQ Media Marketing
9 Rik de Nolf, Roularta Media Group; Maria Jobin, ABB
10 Christian Haberbeck and Sascha Müller—both Tamedia AG
11 Oliver Pargätzi, Tages-Anzeiger; Christophe Marguerez, Groupe Express Roularta; Isabelle
Morin, K.media Italy
12 Ludovic Lejeune and Martin Schaedel—both L’Agefi
13 Roberto Sprengel, BM Brand Media: Frank Kluge, KircherBurkhardt GmbH
14 Gemma Legg, Telegraph Media Group; Sonja Sundberg, Kauppalehti; David Oliver, OSP;
Pietro Romagnini, K.media Italy; Frédéric Lahalle, Affinity Media France
15 Daniel Schnüriger, Jean Claude Plüss, and Thomas Estermann—all Tamedia
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All photo identifications from left:
1 Mireille De Braekeleer, Laurence Waegemans, and Philippe Belpaire—all Roularta Media
Group with Sabine Fedrowitz, Mercury Publicity Germany
2 Frank Kluge, KircherBurkhardt GmbH; Yasuki Kawazoe, The Yomiuri Shimbun
3 Colin Smith, OSP and Frédéric Lahalle, Affinity Media
4 Saskia Mahlstede and Elmar Sohl—both Mercury Publicity with Flore Pilzer, Figaro Médias;
5 Margarita Fernandez, Unidad Editorial; Barbara Rübel, Zurich Insurance; David Oliver, OSP;
Eva Favre, Affinity-PrimeMEDIA Switzerland
6 Edward Burness, Associated Newpapers
7 Dylan Schuitemaker, NRC Media; Sandrine Livingstone-Marchal, OSP
8 Ivan Aguado, Diximedia; Isabelle Morin, K.media Italy; Pietro Romagnini, K.media Italy; Maria
Moruno, La Vanguardia Publipress
9 Eeva Sokolowski, Sanoma News; Nina O’Shea, Talentum Media
10 Mark Dixon, Aller Media; Sabine Dufaux, Relax in the Air
11 David Castelló, K.media Spain; Romain de Lestapis, Economist Intelligent Life
12 Sebastian Wikman, Sanoma News
13 Gregory Plata, Dagens Nyheter
14 Bob Stultiens, Elsevier Media and Michèle Beeckman, IMS Belgium
15 Thomas Stevnbak Andersen, Berlingske Media
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Affinity Media
Frédéric Lahalle
53 rue de Maubeuge
75009 Paris, France
Phone : +33 (0)1 5305 9402
Fax : +33 (0)1 5305 9406
Email : f.lahalle@afﬁnity-media.fr
www.afﬁnity-media.fr

Mercury Publicity
Sabine Fedrowitz
Seifgrundstrasse 2
61348 Bad Homburg, Deutschland
Phone : +49 (0) 6172 9664 0
Fax : +49 (0) 6172 9664 49
Email : s.fedrowitz@mercury-publicity.de
www.mercury-publicity.de

Affinity-PrimeMEDIA
Eva Favre
Route Mollie-Margot 1
1073 Savigny, Suisse
Phone : +41 (0) 21 781 08 50
Fax : +41 (0) 21 781 08 51
Email : e.favre@afﬁnity-primemedia.ch
www.afﬁnity-primemedia.ch

Oliver Smith & Partners
David Oliver
18 Abbeville Mews
SW4 7BX London, United Kingdom
Phone : +44 (0)20 7978 1440
Fax : +44 (0)20 7978 1550
Email : david@osp-uk.com
www.osp-uk.com

K.media
Bernard Kedzierski
Via Bonaventura Cavalieri, 1
20121 Milano, Italia
Phone : +39 02 2906 1094
Fax : +39 02 2906 2341
Email : info@kmedianet.com
www.kmedianet.com

K.media
David Castelló
Marqués del Riscal, 11, 4°
28010 Madrid, Spain
Phone : +34 91 702 34 84
Fax : +34 91 702 34 85
Email : david.castello@kmedianet.es
kmedianet.es
IMS
Michèle Beeckman
Z.1. Researchpark 120
1731 Zellik, Belgium
Phone : +32 2 467 56 76
Fax : +32 2 467 57 57

Email : michele.beeckman@imediaservices.be
www.ims.be
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Viva Barcelona
Hola! Despite the rumours that Spain has gone done the drain and Catalans are clamouring for succession, we’re happy to
report that Barcelona is still awesome.
trained by famed Spanish food guru Adrian Ferra,
accommodation

arriba
The airport however, is not awesome. Arrivals is fine,
but the car rental locations are in the departures
terminal, so depending on when you arrive, you may
find yourself in for a confusing trek to reach your car.
Bag it and take a taxi - its about ¤30 into the city and
you can be there in as little as 15 minutes. Its easy to
get around once in the centre, especially if you don’t
mind hoofing it over the incredible Art Nouveau styled
tiled sidewalks. If you want a private Mercedes with
driver, dial +34 93 307 0707 to get a radio pickup,
especially good for those nightspots in the hills
overlooking the glam city.
One thing you’ll notice immediately about
Barcelona is that its all about art. With huge modern
sculptures from beach to a monumental
Lichtenstein centre of the street and the exceptional
fantastical buildings designed by Antoni Gaudí, Lluís
Domenèch and Josep Puig, you can’t help but feel
like the whole city is a museum waiting for you to
walk its ways - literally. Passeig de Gracia’s wide
sidewalks are laid with beautiful Art Nouveau tiles,
each block different, as are the street’s elaborate
lamposts.
The cities of Bruxelles, Budapest, and Barcelona
are three of Europe’s best examples of Art
Nouveau’s quintessential romantic architecture.
While walking in Barcelona, look low and high to see
incredible doorways, columns, facades and logias of
the houses of Milà and Bratlló and some 22 other
Art Neauveau structures. For a true and trippy
experience go inside and climb up the floors to see
some wild furniture and witness some even wilder
roof terraces.
Sculptures from Frank Gehry’s Peix, a giant mesh
fish, to Rebecca Horn’s crooked tower dot the
Barceloneta beach. The Barri Gótic area houses
dozens of galleries and museums, and a short drive
into the hills above the city is Park Gruell, where you
can enjoy lush gardens and more of Gaudí’s art.
South and overlooking the city is the unforgettable
Joan Miro Museum. Worth it for the views alone,
spend an afternoon here and relish in the verdant
sculpture garden looking out over Med and down
onto the port where Christopher Columbus left for
the new world.
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Barcelona hits its stride in the summer, so you and
everyone else will be vying for the best hotels.
Consider the Hotel Pulitzer, the B Hotel and the
Hotel Majestic, all perfectly located and supremely
interesting. The Pulitzer located at the top of La
Rambla and conveniently near Barri Gótic features
both the best lobby scene and the best roof terrace
bar in the city and rolls with a contemporary art vibe.
When you book, ask for Jose María SanchezHarguindey, the hotels general manager, to see
about an upgrade, as the normal rooms are small. If
unsuccessful, fret not as you’ll be spending all your
time either checking out la ciudad or sipping a
pomegranite martini in the swank lobby.
For the real experience, check out the Hotel
Majestic, located right on the Passeig de Gracia, the
grandest of Barcelona’s boulevards. The Majestic is
pleasingly eclectic and features a ritzy and artsy
rooftop pool with great views of the city and Gaudí’s
Sagrada Corazón. You can walk to most locations,
and the only thing that will shock you is the colour
palette of the room interiors: cozy to the point of
nausea. But it grows on you after spending a day or
two perched on balconies overlooking the Passeig de
Gracia and all its Art Nouveau wonder.
The Hotel Arts used to be THE place to be,
sumptuous decor and to die for location, but hold
your caballos if you think you want top stay there
today. The service comes straight at you with the
attitude that the last wannabe dished out and you
might starve lest you’re willing to wait two hours for
your seared tuna plate. That said, you do want to
rock up to the pool scene at the Arts as its an
incredible experience for a city hotel and tanning
under that giant metal mesh sculpture screams a
concoction of heaven and art rolled up under a
Mediterranean palm. And do hoof over to the bar
for your Monkey tonic, beacause as mentioned
before, the service....
If you’re a little short on the pesos, may we
suggest the lovely Barri Gótic area, the gothic quarter
of the city with a maze of winding alleys, chic cafés
and cheap rent. It’s a cool place to get lost in,
especially if you like feeling arty. The quality of the
establishments varies, so the operative words here
are “locally authentic experience.” Just wander, you’ll
find something. Or check the Barcelona bible out,
which lists more than you could ever want to know
about the city

cocina catalán
Spend some time walking the city as Barcelona, and
you will find pockets of cozy cafés and chic
restaurants situated along the major avenues and
along the port. Tapas are everywhere, but probably
the best spot to tapas is Quimet & Quimet, a large
casual tapas bar located in Poble Sec with charming
authentic decor and one of the largest wine cellars in
Barcelona. Like many tapas bars, Quimet & Quimet
is open late, (serving until midnight) and is a great
place to refuel and enjoy a a glass of Rioja before a
big late night on the town.
Across town, Santa Maria takes the tapas concept
upscale and is always packed. The chefs here are

which means that the cuisine will surprise and
delight. “That’s tapas?” is often heard at some point
during the evening, so just make sure you’re in on
the joke , but don’t leave without trying the delicious
jamón. Traditional old tapas spots can also be found
in the area around El Colón and Las Ramblas. Los
Toreros on Calle Xuclà just off Las Ramblas is
decorated in old world charm with bullfighting
memorabilia and is known equally well for its tapas
and for the best Paella in town.
Paella is a sure bet in Barcelona and even a must
while sojourning there. The fish market attracts
some of the sexiest gambas in the Med and no
tastier are they than in your seafood Paella. Squid ink
paella is a Catalán favourite. Locals and swingers
alike dine on the terraces of the Port Vell on Passeig
Joan de Borbi watching the yachts and the posers
and the occasional fake handbag merchant in a
police chase. If you are looking for another good
food experience, check out Slokai, which features a
Catalán kitchen and great music.

mad about fútbol
Barcelona is sports mad since football replaced
bullfighting as the national sport some time ago and
there is nothing better than catching a game of
football with Fútbol Club Barcelona at Camp Nou,
the second largest football stadium in the world.
Remember the passion that comes to mind when
you think of a classic Spanish bullfight? Try it with
100,000 fans, and you get something approaching a
Barcelona football match. Play is usually on Saturday
evenings; you can book tickets at Barcelona Tickets.
The stadium is just 3km north of Las Ramblas, so
the best way to get there is by the metro.
Best of all, you can party after the game all you
want, just head back down the Avenida Diagonal
and find yourself in one of the city’s best nightlife
districts.

world class beaches
After all that action, it helps to remember this is
also one of the world’s great beach cities, ranking
with Sydney, Capetown, Miami, and Rio de Janeiro.
That means the beaches are packed in summer,
and the water leaves something to be desired. But
where else in Europe can you work all day, eat all
night, then walk out from a nightclub at 11am
straight onto the beach for your tan...and have art?
Try the Barceloneta beach for atmosphere and food
options and San Sebastian beach for a more rowdy
and traditional experience. If you have a car, the
drive up the coast to the north might land you
some idyllic secluded coves nestled amongst the
red rock cliffs.
Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative
director of Hub Culture, a real network
merging the virtual and physical. Hub
Pavilions are opening worldwide with
workspace, online collaboration tools and
support services for Hub members. He
can be contacted at
stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com

who are the internationalists
THE INTERNATIONALISTS OF THE YEAR
The Marketers behind Today’s Outstanding Brand Communications
At the end of every year The Internationalist names the
Internationalists of the Year, those international marketers who are
truly the people behind the year’s outstanding marketing
achievements.
Without their extraordinary efforts, inspiration and energy amid today’s
“always on” world with its increased emphasis on accountability and
responsibility, many marketing programs simply would not have gotten
off the ground. These Internationalists represent a variety of industries,
locations and numbers of years in the profession, but all take the role
of brand champion to heart.There may never have been a more
exciting time to be a marketing leader, despite today’s complexities.
The global overlay of regulations, carbon footprints, CSR, cultures,
languages, political environments and a myriad of differing
perspectives all contribute to describing one of the world’s most
challenging occupations—played on a very public stage fraught with
immediate customer reaction that directly affects a brand’s potential
for success.
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Highlighting the people and ideas behind today’s successful crossborder campaigns and breakthrough accomplishments is at the heart
of The Internationalist’s mission. All of these Internationalists have
been nominated by their industry colleagues for their work. Final
selections were made by past Internationalists, The Internationalist
advisory board and editorial team.

the

internationalist

NOMINATE AN INTERNATIONALIST AT
http://internationalistmagazine.com/NOMINATE.HTML

World business. In one place.
Reach our elusive audience of the world’s most
powerful business executives in the Financial Times
and on FT.com. Visit www.ft.com/advertising, email
adsales@ft.com or call (917) 551-5040.

